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complex physical information in an abstract and relatively simple model. As with all projects that cover
weeks or months, I experienced times of enthusiasm and leaps forward, but also times seemingly without
progress, which were rather frustrating. Now that time is up and my report is finished I feel like I could
have done so much more with the data I acquired and created, although in the end, I am happy with the
way things worked out.
Special thanks goes out to my supervisor Lammert Kooistra, for his support and pointing me to things
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Summary
In the face of climate change, knowledge of the carbon balance is critical. Terrestrial vegetation is among
the major carbon sinks and can be monitored using remote sensing. A free global GPP product is
available from the MODIS sensor. Its algorithm is the product of Photosynthetically Active Radiation
(PAR), the fraction of PAR (FPAR) and Radiation Use Efficiency (RUE). The latter is based on a biome
specific maximum RUE value, adjusted for the local minimum temperature and vapour pressure deficit.
On a small spatial scale, local growing conditions create a high spatial variability in RUE which the
biome specific RUE value in the MODIS GPP algorithm does account for. As a result, MODIS GPP has
often been found unreliable at local and regional scales. An alternative that may provide reliable
observations at local and regional scales is to remotely estimate RUE by means of MODIS data and the
Photochemical Reflectance Index (PRI). The physiological background of the PRI can be found in the
xanthophyll cycle in plant leafs. When the degree to which there is an excess or deficit of incoming light
changes, the relative concentration of three leaf pigments changes accordingly and can be measured by
the PRI as an indicator of short-term changes in photosynthetic activity. Various studies have already
found strong correlations between PRI and RUE in Mediterranean and boreal forests. However, no
general relationship between PRI and RUE has been established.
The objective of this study was to investigate and assess the usage of the PRI as an estimator for RUE for
the purpose of monitoring GPP with MODIS data in temperate forests. A GPP dataset was established for
the Veluwe forests in The Netherlands for 2002-2006 by using MODIS data and the PRI as estimator of
RUE. Two relationships between PRI and RUE were tested; the linear relationship of the scaled PRI
(sPRI) and an empirical exponential relationship referred to as rPRI. Daily GPP values were extracted for
two fluxtower sites in evergreen conifer stands, Loobos and Speulderbos, and temporal analysis and
linear regression were applied to GPPsPRI, GPPrPRI, MODIS GPP and fluxtower GPP for both locations.
Strong seasonal fluctuation was apparent in all datasets, though GPP sPRI and MODIS GPP significantly
underestimated fluxtower GPP, whereas GPPrPRI made an almost perfect match. The rPRI method seemed
to perform well over the whole study area, though no independent tests were conducted in other areas due
to the unavailability of more ground-based validation data.
The results of this study support the thesis that MODIS GPP is unreliable on a small spatial scale. The
sPRI also failed as an estimator of RUE. The rPRI approach, however, may be a reliable method to
remotely estimating GPP in temperate evergreen coniferous forests. Further research should point out
whether the rPRI approach and other PRI based methods can be reliable estimators of GPP in other forest
types, non-forest landuse types and under different environmental and climatic conditions.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Relevance
In the face of climate change and its possible impacts on earth system functioning and human society, the
scientific community spends enormous effort on understanding the global carbon balance (Garbulsky et
al., 2008; Garbulsky et al., 2010; Nemani et al., 2003; Turner et al., 2005). Terrestrial vegetation is, with
an annual absorption of 90-130 Tg carbon through photosynthesis (Drolet et al., 2005), an important
carbon sink and thereby facilitates in mitigating the effects of climate change. However, the capacity of
terrestrial vegetation to fix carbon may not be constant as it is in turn affected by the climate (Boisvenue
and Running, 2006; Chen et al., 1999). It was already found that temperature rise has resulted in a
significant increase of biospheric activity on the northern hemisphere during 1981-1999 (Myneni et al.,
1997; Zhou et al., 2001). Thus, carbon fixation in terrestrial plants is also an indicator for climate change
effects (Kooistra et al., 2009) and therefore important to monitor and quantify (Grace et al. 2007; Zhao
and Running, 2008). Furthermore, quantifying and monitoring carbon fixation is important to human
society and economy as it directly measures the quantity of resource supply from ecosystems to humanity
(e.g. food, fuel and fiber) (Kooistra et al., 2009; Turner et al., 2005; Zhao and Running, 2008).
However, measuring the sources and sinks of the carbon balance is a difficult task. Inconsistent
definitions of forest and the varying time intervals in which measurements take place cause huge
uncertainties in quantifying changes in the carbon balance due to land use change and deforestation (Zhao
and Running, 2008). Satellite observations provide temporally and spatially consistent data that can be
used for making more reliable forest cover estimates (DeFries et al. 2002; Field et al., 1995). More and
more is known about terrestrial carbon storage and fluxes as a result of satellite sensor development.
Especially NASA’s Earth Observing System (EOS) programme, with its MOderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) sensors on the Terra and Aqua satellite platforms, have been playing a key
role in the process (Zhao and Running, 2008). The sensor provides daily data on the condition of land,
atmosphere, cryosphere and the oceans and much of it is freely available (MODIS Website, 2010).
Among the MODIS land products is Gross Primary Productivity (GPP), a parameter for carbon intake by
terrestrial vegetation.

1.2 Problem definition
MODIS GPP has been assessed and validated against in situ fluxtower data by various authors (e.g.
Garbulsky et al., 2008; Heinsch et al., 2006; Turner et al., 2003a; Turner et al., 2005; Turner et al., 2006)
and it was found that often significant inaccuracies exist. For one reason this is a matter of scaling.
Although the MODIS GPP gives accurate values on a global scale, it is not suitable for applications on a
regional or local scale due to its course spatial and temporal settings (respectively 1 km and 8 days, see
section 2.4), leading to overestimations in low productivity sites and underestimations in high
productivity sites (Turner et al., 2006). However, CO2 emissions are highly variable in time and space
(Schulp et al., 2010) and if measures are to be taken to reduce regional and local CO2 emissions from
industry and agriculture, accurate regional and local measurements are required (Hensen et al., 2010;
Kroon et al., 2010). Furthermore, all countries that signed the Kyoto protocol are obliged to annually
report their greenhouse gas emissions to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC). These reports are not based on actual measurements, but on the number of emission sources
multiplied by a weight factor that is different for each country. If regional and local measurements would
be available, these reports could be made more accurate and more efficient measures to reduce emissions
could be taken accordingly (Nol et al., 2010).
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Scaling down to regional and local scales, however, brings in additional causes for inaccuracy of MODIS
GPP. Its algorithm calculates GPP as the product of the amount of light being absorbed by the vegetation
and the efficiency with which the vegetation converts light into biomass, also referred to as Radiation Use
Efficiency (RUE). This RUE is based on the relative minimum temperature and vapour pressure deficit
for a particular area, originating from a global climate model, and on a biome specific maximum RUE
value that can be found in a look-up table (Heinsch et al., 2003, see also section 2.4). On the spatial level
of biomes and climatic zones these parameters may provide accurate estimates for RUE. However, they
do not account for local growing conditions and therefore tend to deviate from the actual RUE at smaller
scales (Kooistra et al., 2009). As a result, current methodologies for remotely sensing GPP on a small
scale are very dependent upon the availability of meteorological and site specific data, on the availability
of high quality land-cover data and on the assumptions how meteorological and site specific conditions
and land-cover influence RUE (Gamon et al., 1995; Garbulsky et al., 2008; Turner et al., 2003; Turner et
al., 2005). A network of real-time sensor data at the local scale providing the required meteorological and
site specific data could potentially solve a large part of the problem (Kooistra et al., 2009).
Ideally, it should be possible to estimate RUE with satellite-born sensors so that real time carbon uptake
can be monitored anywhere in the world at any scale as small as the spatial resolution of the satellite
sensors. The Photochemical Reflectance Index (PRI) was developed by Gamon et al. (1992) to provide a
remotely sensed estimator for RUE. It is meant to detect the degree to which vegetation is limited to or in
excess of light. Garbulsky et al. (2008) and Drolet et al. (2005) proved the PRI a reliable estimator of
RUE in respectively Mediterranean and boreal forests using free MODIS imagery. In temperate forests,
where seasonality in Leaf Area Index (LAI) and photosynthetic activity is very unlike that of the
Mediterranean nor similar to that of the boreal zone, the PRI has not been investigated yet.

1.3 Research objectives
The objective of this study was to investigate and assess the usage of the PRI as an estimator for RUE for
the purpose of monitoring GPP with MODIS imagery in temperate forests. The following sub-objectives
will be addressed:
1. To establish a PRI derived GPP dataset (from here on referred to as GPPPRI) for a
temperate forest;
2. To validate and assess GPPPRI against fluxtower GPP and MODIS GPP;
3. To discuss the potential of the PRI approach for monitoring GPP in temperate forests
worldwide and for monitoring GPP in non-forest land cover units.
There were two reasons why the main focus of this study is on forests. On the one hand, forests are
among the largest terrestrial carbon sinks and therefore require attention from environment and climate
related research. On the other hand, the rather course spatial resolution of the MODIS sensor (2501000m; see Appendix A) restricts reliable measurements to large homogenous areas in order to be able to
relate GPP measured in a pixel to a particular land cover type. In north-western Europe forests are among
the more homogenous land cover types.

1.4 Research questions
From the sub-objectives defined in section 1.3, the following research questions have been defined:
1. How to model GPPPRI and which parameters should be selected?
2. What is the correlation between GPPPRI and fluxtower GPP?
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3. How does GPPPRI perform in comparison to MODIS GPP?
4. What is the sensitivity of each parameter in the GPP model?
5. Which land cover conditions are required for a proper functioning of the PRI approach?
6. Are these conditions similar in temperate forests worldwide?
7. In which other land cover types can we find these conditions?

1.5 Report outline
First, a brief introduction will be given on the relevant concepts and parameters (Chapter 2). Thereafter,
the methodology is presented (Chapter 3), followed by the findings and a discussion (Chapter 4). The
report is concluded with the most important findings and conclusions (Chapter 5). Each chapter opens
with a short introduction and an overview of the sections it contains.
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2 Background
This chapter covers most of the background reading necessary to familiarise oneself with all of the
concepts and abbreviations used in this study. It also provides the information necessary for research
question 1. Some more detail into GPP is provided first (section 2.1). Thereafter, GPP modelling and its
main parameters are discussed (section 2.2), followed by the physiological background of the PRI index
and its use as an estimator for RUE (section 2.3). Finally, the MODIS sensor and GPP product is dealt
with briefly (section 2.4).

2.1 Gross Primary Productivity
Primary production is the production of chemical energy in organic compounds by living organisms,
principally through the process of photosynthesis in which complex organic compounds are being created
from CO2, H2O and nutrients by means of solar energy. Aerial CO2 is being captured through the plants’
stomata, whereas water and soluble nutrients are being retrieved from the soil by the root system (i.e.
macronutrients nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P), potassium (K), calcium (Ca), sulphur (S), magnesium (Mg),
silicon (Si) and trace minerals boron (B), chlorine (Cl), manganese (Mn), iron (Fe), zinc (Zn), copper
(Cu), molybdenum (Mo), nickel (Ni), selenium (Se) and sodium (Na)). Plants capture photons through the
green pigment chlorophyll, which absorbs light most strongly in the blue and red portions of the
electromagnetic spectrum. Most plant species perform photosynthesis and thereby increase their biomass.
Gross Primary Production (GPP) is the rate by which plants capture and store chemical energy in the form
of biomass, whereas Net Primary Production (NPP) equals the rate by which plants produce energy minus
the rate by which they lose it to growth and reproduction (i.e. NPP equals GPP minus respiration). Both
GPP and NPP are usually expressed in mass per area per unit of time (Townsend et al., 2003).

2.2 Modelling Gross Primary Productivity
2.2.1 Model overview
Models of GPP are generally based on the concept of photosynthesis efficiency logic as defined by
Monteith (1972) (e.g. Drolet et al., 2005; Grabulsky et al., 2008; Garbulsky et al., 2010, Rahman et al.,
2004). According to this concept, GPP is the product of the absorbed photosynthetically active radiation
(APAR) and the Radiation-Use Efficiency (RUE) of the vegetation (Equation 1).
GPP = APAR x RUE

(1)

The APAR term in turn consists of the product of the incoming Photosynthetically Active Radiation
(PAR) and the fraction of PAR (FPAR) that is being absorbed by vegetation (Turner et al., 2005)
(Equation 2).
APAR = PAR x FPAR

(2)

Thus, GPP can also be written as (Equation 3): These three parameters will be discussed separately in the
next sections.
GPP = PAR x FPAR x RUE

(3)

2.2.2 Photosynthetically Active Radiation
Photosynthetically Active Radiation (PAR) is the part of the electromagnetic spectrum which is used by
plants for the process of photosynthesis (approximately 400-700 nm). In this wavelength range,
absorption by green leafs reaches up to 85% and it plays a crucial role in plant growth and development.
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Table 1: PAR-global radiation ratios around the globe
-2

-1

-2

-1

PAR/R ratios are generally expressed without a unit (e.g. MJ m d per MJ m d ) or in
-1
-1
-1
-1
mole MJ (or μmole J ). In the latter case, the factor of 4.57 mole MJ (or μmole J ) of
McCree (1972) was used here to convert to unitless values.
PAR/R

Location

Reference

0.41-0.44

Almeira, Spain

Alados et al. (1996)

0.41

Quassin, Saudi Arabia

Al-Shooshan (1997)

0.63

Temple, Texas, USA

Ark et al. (1978)

0.45-0.58

College Station, Texas, USA

Britton and Dodd (1976)

0.45

Jerusalem, Israel

Goldberg and Klein (1977)

0.45

Rockville, Maryland

Goldberg and Klein (1977)

0.45

Barrow, Alaska

Goldberg and Klein (1977)

0.44-0.46

San Joaquin Valley, California, USA

Howell and Meek (1983)

0.47-0.56

Manhattan, Kansas, USA

Howell and Meek (1983)

0.45-0.46

Athalassa, Cyprus

Jacovides et al. (2003)

0.45-0.47

Athens, Greece

Jacovides et al. (2003)

0.50

English Midlands, UK

McCartney (1978)

0.27-0.48

Sweden

Olofson et al. (2007)

0.46

Seven Nordic locations

Skartveit and Olseth (1994)

0.41-0.51

Ilorin, Nigeria

Udo and Aro (1999)

0.46

Nebraska, USA

Weiss and Norman (1985)

The unit of PAR is energy per area per unit of time, usually MJ m-2 d-1. However, PAR is hardly ever
measured directly. Usually, it is being derived from global radiation (R), which is being measured as a
standard parameter at many weather stations. As most of the solar energy occurs within the range of 3003000 nm, this bandwidth is often applied to measure global radiation. Once global radiation is known,
PAR can be estimated by multiplying global radiation with the ratio of PAR to global radiation. The most
commonly used PAR-global radiation ratio is 0.44 (Britton and Dodd, 1976). This ratio does, however,
depend on turbidity, humidity and solar elevation (Howell and Meek, 1983; McCartney, 1978).
Therefore, the PAR to SI ratio is likely to vary across different parts of the globe in different parts of the
year (Jacovides et al., 2003). Table 1 contains an overview of PAR-global radiation ratios established by
earlier research.
The average of the listed PAR-global radiation ratios in Table 1 is 0.47. When the extreme value of 0.63
in Temple, Texas and the extreme winter value of 0.27 in Sweden are taken out, the values average down
to 0.46. Since arid climates tend to have a relatively low humidity, PAR-global radiation ratios may be
lower there than in temperate regions as a result of the interaction between solar radiation at different
wavelengths and the atmosphere. Radiation in the visible part of the spectrum, or PAR, reaches the
Earth’s surface almost unchanged under a clear sky, whereas radiation transfer in the near-infrared (NIR)
part of the spectrum is much more influenced by water vapour in the lower troposphere (Al-Shooshan,
1997). Therefore, under low humidity NIR sur/NIRtop almost equals PARsur/PARtop, where NIRsur is the
NIR irradiance measured at the Earth’s surface, NIRtop the NIR irradiance measured at the top of the
atmosphere and PARsur and PARtop likewise for PAR irradiance. Under more humid circumstances, such
as in temperate regions, PARsur/PARtop will be higher than NIRsur/NIRtop, leading to a higher PAR-global
radiation ratio. Taking into account that most of the PAR-global radiation ratios in Table 1 were measured
in areas with a relatively low air humidity, one might expect that PAR-global radiation ratios are higher in
17

Table 2: Maximum RUE values reported in literature
-1

RUEmax (g C MJ )

Climate zone

Phenology

Taxonomy

Reference

2.4

Mediterranean

evergreen

broadleaved

Garbulsky et al. (2008)

2.0

multiple

multiple

multiple

Garbulsky et al. (2010)

3.0

temperate

deciduous

broadleaved

Turner et al. (2005)

2.5

boreal

evergreen

coniferous

Turner et al. (2005)

1.5

temperate

evergreen

coniferous

Turner et al. (2005)

less arid and more temperate parts of the world than the mean presented here. The PAR-global radiation
ratio found in the English Midlands, UK supports this conclusion.

2.2.3 Fraction of Photosynthetically Active Radiation
As the Fraction of Photosynthetically Active Radiation (FPAR) is a fraction it has no unit. It basically
equals the fraction of earth surface covered by photosynthesising plants and therefore correlates well with
vegetation coverage. As a result, the Normalised Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI; Equation 4) is
often used to estimate FPAR (Gamon et al., 1992; Grace et al., 2007; Kooistra et al., 2009). It is one of
the most widely used vegetation indices and is based on the sharp contrast in reflectivity between the
visible (0.4-0.7 μm) and the near-infrared (NIR; 0.7-1.3 μm) parts of the electromagnetic spectrum (Grace
et al., 2007; Kooistra et al., 2009; Running et al., 2004; Zhao and Running, 2008):
NDVI = (ρNIR – ρRED)( ρNIR + ρRED)-1

(4)

In which ρNIR and ρRED are bands in respectively the NIR and red parts of the electromagnetic spectrum.
A high correlation (R2=0.95) between FPAR and NDVI was found by Sims et al. (2006a). The
corresponding linear relationship (Equation 5) has been used by many authors (Garbulsky et al., 2008;
Rahman et al., 2004; Sims et al., 2005).
FPAR = 1.24 x NDVI – 0.168

(5)

2.2.4 Radiation Use Efficiency
The effectiveness with which vegetation converts solar radiation into biomass, or more exactly, carbon
mass, is called Radiation Use Efficiency (RUE). Strictly speaking, any efficiency should be expressed as
a percentage or fraction in which the numerator and denominator have the same unit (Grace et al., 2007).
However, RUE is often expressed as carbon mass per unit of absorbed solar energy (e.g. g C MJ -1) (Field
et al., 1995; Garbulsky et al., 2008). Some authors prefer to refer to RUE as Light Use Efficiency (LUE)
and use mole CO2 per mole photons of absorbed light as a unit (Drolet et al., 2005; Grace et al., 2007;
Sims et al., 2006a). Combinations, for example LUE expressed in carbon mass per unit of absorbed solar
energy, are also in use (Kooistra et al., 2009; Turner et al., 2003; Turner et al., 2005). For the sake of
clarity, the term RUE is used throughout this paper, independent of its unit.
Virtually any disturbance, stress factor or resource limitation that has an effect on plant fitness can affect
RUE. Local growing conditions that influence plant fitness can be summer drought and water stress (Cao
et al., 2004; Running and Nemani, 1988), climatic controls, nutrient availability and biological constraints
(Churkina and Running, 1998), topography, soil structure, microbial characteristics, predation and
anthropogenic factors (Field et al., 1995). Furthermore, RUE also depends on vegetation type (Pan et al.,
2008) and plant species (Ahl et al., 2004; Guo and Trotter, 2004). Table 2 shows maximum values for
RUE found in literature (not including RUE or LUE values expressed in mol C mol -1, µmol CO2 µmol-1
or similar variants).
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2.3 Photochemical Reflectance Index
2.3.1 Biophysical background
In many cases variation in photosynthetic activity is not expressed in the canopy architecture and thus not
measurable with the NDVI. Therefore, Gamon et al. (1992) developed the Photochemical Reflectance
Index (PRI) (Equation 6) as a remotely sensed estimator of RUE. Narrow spectral bands are used to
detect changes in leaf reflectance at 531 nm relative to a reference band at around 570 nm. The idea
behind it is that reflectance at 531 nm should decrease with decreasing RUE and vice versa for increasing
RUE, whereas the reference band is not supposed to be affected by short-term stress events in the plant
leafs (Drolet et al., 2005).
PRI = (ρ531 – ρ570)( ρ531 + ρ570)-1

(6)

In which ρw is a narrow band at wavelength w.
The physiological background of the PRI can be found in the xanthophyll cycle in plant leafs. When
APAR exceeds the capacity of the photosynthetic reactions (i.e. if there is an excess of incoming light),
the pigment violaxanthin is deepoxidised to antheraxanthin and then to zeaxanthin. The reverse happens
under limiting light conditions. The relative concentrations of these three xanthophyll cycle pigments,
which can also be referred to as the epoxidation state, is used as indicator of short-term changes in
photosynthetic activity. At 531 nm, a reflection feature was discovered that is associated with the
conversion of violaxanthin to zeaxanthin which can provide information on photosynthetic activity and
thus on RUE (Gamon et al., 1992).

2.3.2 Estimator for Radiation Use Efficiency
Because NDVI is a structurally driven and PRI physiologically driven, the two have a high potential to
complement each other in estimating photosynthetic activity (Rahman et al., 2004). The PRI has already
proven to be a successful estimator for RUE on the level of individual leafs or plants of both the C 3 and
CAM photosynthetic systems (Gamon et al., 1992; Peñuelas et al., 1995; Peñuelas et al., 1997). On the
ecosystem level, strong correlations between MODIS based PRI and flux tower-derived RUE values were
found for a boreal aspen stand (Drolet et al., 2005) and Mediterranean forests (Garbulsky et al., 2008).
Unfortunately, only few publications exist in which a mathematical relationship is being presented
between RUE and PRI. Barton and North (2001) established an empirical relationship (Equation 7) based
on leaf measurements by Peñuelas et al. (1995) (RUE expressed in mole C per mole of incident photons).
PRI = 0.16 x (RUE – 0.0096) x (0.012 + (RUE – 0.0096))-1

(7)

Furthermore, Garbulsky et al. (2008) derived an exponential relationship (Equation 8) from their
measurements in a Mediterranean forest.
RUE (g C MJ-1) = 0.63 x e27.76 x PRI

(8)

Alternatively, Rahman et al. (2004) developed the non-empirical scaled PRI (sPRI) as a direct surrogate
for RUE (Equation 9; also adopted by Drolet et al., 2005). It is based on the assumption that since PRI is
a normalised index, its value can range from -1 to 1. The sPRI converts the data range to that of a ‘ true’
efficiency , thus ranging between 0 and 1.
sPRI = ½ (PRI + 1)

(9)
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Table 3: Maximum RUE values in the MODIS GPP
algorithm per forest type (Heinsch et al., 2003)
-1

RUEmax (g C MJ )

Phenology

Taxonomy

1.008

evergreen

coniferous

1.159

evergreen

broadleaved

1.103

deciduous

coniferous

1.044

deciduous

broadleaved

1.116

mixed

mixed

2.4 MODIS Sensor and GPP product
The Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) is a remote sensing instrument aboard the
Terra and Aqua satellites. Both missions are part of the NASA centred international Earth Observation
System (EOS). Terra’s orbit around the Earth at 705 km makes it pass the equator from north to south in
the morning, whereas Aqua passes from south to north in the afternoon. Together they are viewing the
entire earth surface every one to two days. MODIS records data in 36 spectral bands at a spatial resolution
of 250 m for bands 1-2, 500 m for bands 3-7 and 1000m for bands 8-36 (Appendix A) (MODIS Website).
Processing level-1 data as well as many higher-level MODIS data products are freely available and used
in many scientific disciplines including biology, meteorology and oceanography. Higher-level products
include information on the atmosphere, land and vegetation, the cryosphere and the oceans. One set of
land products is MOD 17 – Net Photosynthesis and Primary Production, containing the MOD17A2 and
MOD17A3 products. The former includes 8-day GPP and 8-day Net Photosynthesis (PSN), while the
latter consists of annual NPP, all at a 1km spatial resolution. In order to convert the digital pixel values to
biophysical GPP values in kg C m-2 they need to be multiplied with a 0.0001 scale factor (Heinsch et al.,
2003).
Also the algorithm of the MODIS GPP product is based on Monteith’s (1972) concept of photosynthesis
efficiency logic (Equation 1) and thus the product of PAR, FPAR and RUE (Equation 3). The NASA
Global Modelling and Assimilation Office (GMAO) – previously called Data Assimilation Office or
DAO (GMAO Website, 2010) – delivers the input for the calculation of PAR. Data from all globally
available surface weather observations are being collected by GMAO every 3 hours. By interpolating
these point measurements and running a global climate model on a short time sequence, estimates of the
world’s climatic conditions at 10 metres above the land surface are being made at a 1° by 1.25° resolution
(Running et al., 2000; Running et al., 2004; Turner et al., 2005). From the climate model results, the
incident shortwave solar radiation (MJ m-2 d-1) is being used in the MODIS GPP algorithm to determine
PAR by multiplying it with 0.45 (Heinsch et al., 2003; Running et al., 1999, see also section 2.2.2).
The FPAR values for the MODIS GPP algorithm are retrieved directly from MOD15 – Leaf Area Index
& FPAR data series (Heinsch et al., 2003; MODIS Website, 2010).
The RUE term in the MODIS GPP algorithm consists of the product of the biome specific maximum
radiation use efficiency (RUEmax), a minimum temperature scalar (SCLTmin) and a vapour pressure deficit
scalar (SCLVPD) (Equation 10), the latter two both ranging from 0-1 (Turner et al., 2005).
RUE = RUEmax x SCLTmin x SCLVPD

(10)

GMAO’s general circulation climate model also provides SCLTmin and SCLVPD, whereas the biome
specific RUEmax is derived from a Biome Parameter Look-Up Table (BPLUT) (Heinsch et al., 2003). The
maximum RUE values of the MODIS GPP algorithm for forest biomes are displayed in Table 3.
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3 Methodology
An overview is given here of all steps that were taken from data collection to processing to analysis
methodology. Some information about the study area (section 3.1) and input datasets (section 3.2) is
provided first. Thereafter data handling is being discussed in chronological order (i.e. section 3.3 Preprocessing, 3.4 Processing and 3.5 Analysis). All pre-processing and processing steps (numbered as A1,
A2, … D3, D4) undertaken in this study are depicted in Appendix B. The steps in Appendix B are
referred to often in this text. For the majority of pre-processing and processing activities Python scripting
language was used to command ArcGIS tools. These scripts are included in Appendices C to X.

3.1 Study area and time span
The study area (Figure 1) was restricted to the Veluwe forests in The Netherlands (52˚10’28,33”N,
5˚50’59,23”E) because it is a relatively large and homogenous, which is required as a result of the course
spatial resolution of MODIS imagery. The Veluwe covers a vast area of neighbouring forests, heath lands
and sand drifts and is designated as a Natura 2000 area. With a surface area of over 1,000 km2, the
Veluwe is the largest forested area of the country and one of the larger low-land nature areas of northwestern Europe. It mainly consists of push moraines formed by the Saalian glacial era about 150,000
years ago. Elevation ranges between 10 and 100 metres above sea level. The forests consist of a mixture
of broadleaved and coniferous stands, mainly being Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris), Japanese larch (Larix),
Douglas fir (Peudotsuga menziesii), common beech (Fagus sylvatica), English oak (Quercus robur) and
Red oak (Quercus rubra) species. Most stands of forest are relatively young (<100 y) as a result of the
high pastoral pressure until the early 20 th century. With a mean annual precipitation of about 700-900 mm
quite evenly distributed throughout the year, the study area is situated in a typical maritime temperate
climate or Cfb-climate according to the Köppen climate classification. A bounding rectangle that amply
encloses the Veluwe forests (51.9˚-52.6˚ N, 5.5˚-6.2˚ E) was used to define the spatial extent of the study.
The area is situated in MODIS tile h18, v03, which covers most of north-western Europe.

3.2 Input datasets
MODIS was the main data source in this study. For the PRI calculations, MODIS Level-1B Calibrated
Geolocated Radiances product MOD021KM was used. It contains daily recordings of all 36 MODIS
bands. The product was downloaded from the Level 1 and Atmosphere Archive and Distribution System
(LAADS) (LAADS Web, 2010). Using LAADS’ search function, a query was applied for day-data and
no quality assurance criteria were applied. Making use of the post-process services of LAADS, another
query was applied for the 1km calibrated radiances parameter (EV_1KM_RefSB), a spatial subset for the
study area (see section 3.1) and a spectral subset of band 11 for capturing the absorption feature at 531
nm and band 12 as reference band. Unfortunately, MODIS does not have a waveband at 570 nm as
originally recommended in the PRI theory. The nearest bands are band 4 and 12 as they are centred
around respectively 555 and 551 nm (Appendix A). Because the spatial resolution of band 12 equals that
of band 11 and after the example of Garbulsky et al. (2008) band 12 was chosen as reference band for the
PRI.
MODIS Surface Reflectance product MOD09Q1 was downloaded from the Land Processes Distributed
Active Archived Center (LP DAAC Website, 2010) as input for the NDVI calculations, from which
FPAR was derived later on. The MOD09Q1 product exists of the first two MODIS bands with a 250m
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Figure 1: Study area and fluxtower locations
The Veluwe forests in The Netherlands consists of coniferous, broadleaved and mixed forest and
nonforest nature areas, such as heathland and sand drifts. It is surrounded by agricultural and
urban areas. The Speulderbos fluxtower is located in the North and the Loobos fluxtower more to
the South. Land use data taken from the Landelijk Grondgebruiksbestand Nederland (LGN),
Centre for Geo-Information, Wageningen University (LGN Website, 2010).

spatial resolution. Each pixel contains the best observation during an 8-day period, selected on a high
observation coverage, a low viewing angle, a low aerosol loading and the absence of clouds or cloud
shadow (Vermote and Kotchenova, 2008). Daily surface reflectance values are also available in product
MOD09GQ. But since NDVI is not likely to vary a lot within an 8-day period and because the daily
reflectance values are affected more heavily by low observation coverage, high viewing angle and
atmospheric effects, the 8-day composites of MOD09Q1 were preferred over the daily measurements of
MOD09GQ. Alternatively, the choice could have been made to derive FPAR from MODIS Leaf Area
Index & FPAR (MOD15 product series) but earlier studies have indicated that MODIS FPAR tends to be
overestimated (Myneni et al., 2002; Sims et al., 2005).
The third MODIS dataset used in this study is MODIS Net Photosynthesis and Primary Productivity
(product MOD17A2) for comparison between GPPPRI and MODIS GPP. It contains two bands, or
actually parameters, Photosynthesis (PSN) and annual Net Primary Production (NPP), both with a
~1000m spatial resolution (actual pixel size is 926.625433 m). Only the PSN band was required for this
study, as it contains GPP expressed in 10 -4 kg C m-2 accumulated over each 8-day period (Heinsch et al.,
2003; Running et al. 1999).
Data from two fluxtower sites (Figure 1) was used for validation of PRI GPP and MODIS GPP. Since
1994 Alterra research centre is running a eddy covariance fluxtower (scaffold type) at the Loobos site
near Kootwijk, The Netherlands (52˚10'00'' N, 05˚44'38'' E). The dominant tree species in the surrounding
forest stand is the conifer Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris). With 27m of height from the forest floor, the
measurement instruments of the fluxtower are well above the canopy layer of 14m (in the year 2000)
(CarboEurope Cluster Website, 2010). Parameters measured at the Loobos site include, global radiation
(MJ m-2 d-1) and net ecosystem exchange (NEE in g C m-2 d-1), the latter from which GPP (g C m-2 d-1) is
being calculated. They are part of the level-4 dataset, which was downloaded with permission from the
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a

b
Figure 2: Land use around the fluxtowers
Land use around Loobos (a) and Speulderbos (b). The semi-transparent raster overlaying the land use data is MODIS
st
GPP for January 1 2002, in which light pixels represent high GPP and dark pixels low GPP. In this context, however,
the MODIS GPP raster only serves to visualise the location of the fluxtower within the pixel and the scale of the rasters
pixels relative to the land use units.

CarboEuropIP Ecosystem Component Database (2010). From the four GPP parameters offered in the
level-4 dataset, GPP_or_ANN (GPP based on original net ecosystem exchange filled by the artificial
neural network method; review CarboEurope level-4 variable description for more details) was chosen for
this study after recommendation by an Alterra research member (Elbers, J., personal communication,
2010). Loobos global radiation was used to estimate PAR in the calculation of GPP PRI.
The second fluxtower is located at the Speulderbos site near Garderen, The Netherlands (52°15'08.1" N,
05°41'25.8" E). The site is operated by the National Institute of Public Health and Environment (RIVM).
The surrounding trees are mainly of the species Norway spruce (Picea abies) (ITC Website, 2011).
Measurements take place above the canopy at 35 and 47m. Elevation in the direct surroundings varies
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between 10-20m above sea level (Badola, 2009). GPP (kg CO2 m-2 d-1) is being measured at the
Speulderbos site, though not continuously over 2002-2006. Therefore only GPP series from June 13th to
July 10th 2006 and September 5th to 30th could be obtained.
A close-up of the fluxtowers and land use of the surrounding area is depicted in Figure 2. The Loobos
fluxtower finds itself not too far from the centre of the pixel in which it is located and that pixel covers
almost exclusively coniferous forest. The location of the Loobos fluxtower and the homogeneity of the
surrounding area make it a very useful test site. The Speulderbos fluxtower, however, is located in a
corner of the pixel in which it lies and that pixel covers a broadleaved tree stand with patches of
coniferous forest in between. The Speulderbos fluxtower itself is located in a coniferous patch, which
may cause a deviation between the fluxtower GPP measurements and the estimates of GPP PRI and
MODIS GPP.

3.3 Pre-processing
As pre-processing the MODIS Level-1B Calibrated Geolocated Radiances product MOD021KM was
more advanced than pre-processing the other input datasets, the pre-processing phase is split up into two
steps. The input dataset consisted of two to seven recordings per band per day while one image per band
per day was required for establishing daily PRI. Therefore, (A1) daily averages per band were created by
means of the python scripts in Appendix C-J. A difficulty to overcome when computing the daily
averages was that many images contained mainly or exclusively NoData values. Therefore, after building
pyramids for all MOD021KM rasters (Appendix C) and reducing the length of the file names (Appendix
D), a value raster and a count raster was created for each input raster (Appendix E for band 11, Appendix
F for band 12). On a pixel-by-pixel basis, the scripts check whether the input raster contains a value or
NoData (or a value that should be considered as NoData). Whenever it found a value, the value raster got
assigned the input value and the count raster got assigned the value 1. However, if NoData (or a value that
should be considered as NoData) was detected in the input raster, both the value raster and the count
raster got assigned the value 0. The next step was to sum per day the value rasters and the count rasters
(Appendix G for band 11, Appendix H for band 12) in order to calculate daily averages by dividing the
sum value of the value rasters by the sum value of the count rasters (Appendix I for band 11, Appendix J
for band 12). This process in depicted as an example in Figure 3.
After the creation of daily averages for band 11 and 12 of the MOD021KM product, the next preprocessing step (A2) was to geo-correct the MOD021KM raster images (Appendix K). Firstly, a reprojection was performed from a geographical projection to UTM (zone 31N, datum WGS84) as UTM
was adopted as the standard projection in this study. It was then discovered that the MOD021KM rasters
were not correctly geo-referenced and that correction was required (Figure 4). After visual inspection it
appeared that the images had been shifted approximately 1600m southwards and 1200m eastwards.
Finally, the ArcGIS Block Statistics and Resample tools were addressed in the python script in order to
match the pixel size, orientation and location to the MOD17A2 images which has been adopted as the
standard for this study. Because the PRI is a normalized spectral index, any correction that is being
applied to both band 11 and band 12 will have no effect on the PRI. Therefore, the scaling factor required
to convert the digital pixel values to physical radiances (Xiong et al., 2005) was not applied. For the same
reason no further atmospheric correction was applied to the calibrated radiances, as it can be expected that
any atmospheric effect would appear similarly in band 11 and 12 because their bandwidths are positioned
closely within the electromagnetic spectrum (Garbulsky et al., 2008).
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Figure 3: Process of computing daily averages for the MOD021KM bands 11 and 12
st

MOD021KM band 11 January 1 2002 (a) original raster, (b) value raster and (c) count raster at 10.15h, (d) original raster, (e) value raster, (f)
count raster at 11.55h, (g) sum of value rasters, (h) sum of count rasters and (i) daily averages. The value rasters record the value of the
original raster if the original raster contains a value, whereas “0” is recorded for NoData. The count rasters record “1” if the original raster
contains a value and “0” for NoData. Daily averages were obtained by dividing the sum value of the value rasters by the sum value of the
count rasters per day.
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Figure 4: Result of MOD021KM geocorrection
st

Daily average of MOD021KM band 11 January 1 2002 (a) before and (b) after geocorrection was applied. Note that the shift
towards the northwest is especially apparent around the Veluwemeer in the northwest.

Pre-processing MODIS Surface Reflectance product MOD09Q1 (B1; Appendix O) included the
extraction of band 1 and band 2, re-projection from geographic to UTM (zone 31N, datum WGS84),
clipping the study area (51.9˚-52.6˚ N, 5.5˚-6.2˚ E) and matching pixel size, orientation and location to
the MOD17A2 images (thus, the mean value of four-by-four ~250m pixels got assigned to one ~1000m
pixel). Additionally, the output files were saved with reduced file name length and converted from HDF
format to IMG. In order to use the MOD09Q1 raster values as reflectance data, a scaling factor of 0.0001
needs to be applied (Vermote and Kotchenova, 2008). However, since the NDVI is, like the PRI, a
normalized spectral index, the scaling factor does not have an effect on NDVI and therefore was not
applied.
The MODIS GPP product MOD17A2 required similar pre-processing steps as MOD09Q1 (F1; Appendix
W). The GPP band was extracted, a re-projection from geographic to UTM (zone 31N, datum WGS84)
and a clip for the study area (51.9˚-52.6˚ N, 5.5˚-6.2˚ E) were performed. Thereafter, two additional steps
were needed. First, all pixel values were multiplied by 0.1 in order to convert the GPP units from 10-4 kg
C m-2 8d-1 to g C m-2 8d-1 (after Heinsch et al., 2003, see section 2.4). Secondly, a filter was applied to
assign NoData to pixels with extremely high values after visual inspection confirmed that these pixels all
covered urban areas. The output files were again saved with reduced file name length and in IMG format.
The Loobos fluxtower GPP and global radiation time series required no pre-processing as their units were
already g C m-2 d-1 and MJ m-2 d-1 respectively. The Speulderbos GPP time series, however, was
originally expressed in kg CO2 m-2 s-1 (GPPCO2) and needed conversion to g C m-2 d-1 (GPPC) by means of
Equation 11 (E1), in which mC = 12.011 u is the atomic mass of carbon and mO = 15.999 u the atomic
mass of oxygen.
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Figure 5: Seasonal variation in APAR
th

th

APAR on (a) January 9 2002 and (b) July 28 2002.

Figure 6: Seasonal variation in sPRI
th

th

sPRI on (a) January 9 2002 and (b) July 28 2002.

GPPC = 1,000 g/kg x 86,400 s/d x mC x (2 x mO + mC)-1 x GPPCO2

(11)

3.4 Processing
From the MOD09Q1 bands the NDVI was calculated (Equation 4; B2; Appendix P) using MODIS band 1
as the RED input band and band 2 as the NIR input band (Appendix A). Following up, FPAR was
computed out of the NDVI by the linear relationship FPAR = 1.24 x NDVI – 0.168 (after Sims et al.
(2006a), see section 2.2.3) (B3; Appendix Q). Loobos global radiation (MJ m-2 d-1) was converted to PAR
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Table 4: Statistics for MODIS band 11 and 12
Band 11

Band 12

Mean

Stdv

Max

Min

Mean

Stdv

Max

Min

2002

19462.04

6630.44

30969.00

6925.19

20346.82

6320.78

30629.06

7927.06

2003

18503.53

6285.83

31072.00

5821.00

19837.92

6096.23

31073.00

6669.50

2004

20943.64

6644.97

31679.00

6476.00

22110.49

6698.39

32195.00

7221.50

2005

18068.28

6724.92

31920.00

6327.63

19237.84

6724.87

32267.00

6921.38

2006

20112.10

7050.36

32504.00

6249.31

20845.17

6826.50

32516.00

6884.44

by multiplying it with 0.45 (C1) and then used as input to compute APAR by multiplying PAR with
FPAR (Figure 5; B4; Appendix R). The global radiation to PAR conversion factor of 0.45 was chosen
because the same value is used in the MODIS GPP algorithm and since evaluating the PRI as an estimator
for RUE as compared to the way the RUE term is being established in the MODIS GPP algorithm is one
of the main objectives in this study, computation of PAR and FPAR was kept similar to the MODIS GPP
algorithm.
The first step (A3; Appendix L) in processing MOD021KM data was to calculate the PRI by PRI = (ρ11 –
ρ12)( ρ11 + ρ12)-1, in which ρn is MODIS spectral band number n (Appendix A). Two ways of converting
PRI to RUE were applied in this study, of which the first was to equal RUE to the sPRI, being sPRI( =
RUEsPRI) = ½ (PRI + 1) (after Rahman et al. (2004), see section 2.3.2) (Figure 6; A4; Appendix M).
Using sPRI as estimator for RUE, GPPsPRI = APAR x RUEsPRI was calculated (A5; Appendix N).
The second method by which RUE was inferred from the PRI was through regression analysis of Loobos
RUE and PRI. The APAR (Appendix S) and PRI (Appendix T) values of the Loobos pixel were extracted
for the whole time series. By dividing Loobos fluxtower GPP by the APAR values for that location,
RUELoobos was calculated (D1). As GPP and APAR values lower than zero make no sense, Loobos
fluxtower GPP and APAR were filtered for negative values prior to calculation of RUE Loobos. Also
RUELoobos outliers higher than 4 g C MJ-1 were taken out from the analysis as they were the result of
extremely low APAR values. Most of the exceptionally high RUE Loobos values were concentrated in
winter months and therefore snow cover probably caused the low APAR values.
Also the PRI values for location Loobos were filtered for outliers prior to regression analysis. Only PRI
values lower than zero were used. Statistical analysis of MODIS bands 11 and 12 had shown that the
mean, maximum and minimum values of band 12 are higher than those of band 11 for almost every year
(Table 4), thereby explaining that PRI generally has values lower than zero. The MODIS band 11 and 12
raster images for the dates where PRI was above zero were inspected visually and most of these showed
an atmospheric effect that somehow lowered radiances in band 12 without affecting band 11 (Figure 7).
Thereafter, linear and exponential regression was applied in order to parameterise the relationship
between RUE and PRI for all of the individual years as well as for the total of the sequential years (D2). It
was found that correlation was generally low, with the correlation efficient for 2002-2006 being no more
than 0.021 where linear regression was applied and 0.022 in case of exponential regression (Figure 8).
Correlation for the individual years ranged from 0.000-0.094 and 0.003-0.082 for respectively linear and
exponential regression. As correlation for 2002-2006 was slightly higher for exponential regression than
for linear regression, the exponential relationship was used to define regression-PRI as Eqution 12 (Figure
9; D3; Appendix U). Productivity was then calculated with Equation 13 (D4; Appendix V).
rPRI( = RUErPRI) = 1.6824 x e4.8207 x PRI

(12)

GPPrPRI = APAR x RUErPRI

(13)
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Figure 7: Differentiation between MODIS band 11 and 12 due to atmospheric effects
th

st

MOD021KM (pre-processed) (a) band 11 and (b) band 12 on December 6 2003 and (c) band 11 and (d) band 12 on October 1 2005. On
both dates the pixels around the Loobos site contain lower values for band 12 than for band 11, causing PRI to be excessively high.

Pixel values for all three GPP datasets (GPPsPRI, GPPrPRI and MODIS GPP) for the Loobos and
Speulderbos locations were extracted by means of the python script in Appendix X.
All GPP time series (Loobos fluxtower GPP, GPPsPRI, GPPrPRI and MODIS GPP) were filtered for values
lower than zero as negative GPP values are not realistic. Furthermore, MODIS GPP was divided by eight
in order to convert 8-day GPP to average GPP per day. For each series of eight days, the average per day
was assigned to the fourth day. As the last period of each year only counted five days, the average per day
was assigned to the third day in that period with an exception for 2004 which was a bissextile year (i.e.
February has 29 days) and had six days in its last period.

3.5 Analysis
Related to research questions 2 and 3 (section 1.4), temporal analysis and linear regression were applied
for the purpose of comparing GPPsPRI and GPPrPRI with MODIS GPP and to validate both with
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; R = 0.0221).

Figure 9: Seasonal variation in rPRI
th

th

rPRI on (a) January 9 2002 and (b) July 28 2002.

fluxtower GPP. Furthermore, GPPsPRI, GPPrPRI, MODIS GPP and fluxtower GPP were all plotted against
time for assessing the performance and development of each through the seasons and years under study.
Within the limit of the available ground-based validation data, attention was also paid to the spatial
distribution of GPP estimates in order to find out whether the results for the Loobos and Speulderbos
pixels could be applied to other pixels in the area as well.
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A sensitivity analyses was conducted in order to provide insight in the influence of the separate model
parameters, relevant for research question 4. Each parameter was reviewed separately and scenarios were
sketched for the GPP model’s outcome should different parameter values have been chosen.
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4 Results and discussion
In this chapter, the results of this study are presented and analysed. Attention will first be paid to the
results of the time series for the location Loobos and Speulderbos (section 4.1). The spatial component
will be introduced thereafter (section 4.2), where also the validity of extrapolating the methods applied at
Loobos and Speulderbos to other areas will be discussed. Next, the parameters chosen for the GPP model
and their settings and sensitivity are reviewed to evaluate where the GPP model can possibly be improved
(section 4.3). The chapter closes with a discussion on the implications of the results of this study on
satellite-born GPP monitoring (section 4.4).

4.1 Temporal analysis
Three approaches for estimating GPP with MODIS data are presented in this study (i.e. sPRI, rPRI and
MODIS GPP). The GPP time series for the three methods are all characterised by strong seasonal
oscillation. The seasonal change at location Loobos is presented in Figure 10. All three MODIS based
GPP series follow the oscillating pattern of the fluxtower GPP closely. Around January each year GPP
values are low for the four datasets. An increase of GPP occurs towards spring and summer with a
maximum value around July, after which GPP decreases again until its minimum in January the next year.
However, underestimation occurs consistently for the GPPsPRI and MODIS GPP series (Figure 10), being
most apparent during spring and summer when GPP is at its maximum. The GPPrPRI flux fits better with
fluxtower GPP (Figure 10), though it tends to slightly overestimate GPP, which is most likely the result of
a slightly too steep slope in the exponential relationship between PRI and RUE (Figure 8) used to
compute GPPrPRI. Additionally, GPPrPRI contains some more noise and outliers than the other datasets.
Similar patterns for GPPsPRI, GPPrPRI and MODIS GPP were found at location Speulderbos (Figure 11).
A striking phenomenon is that all GPP time series, including fluxtower GPP, have multiple low values
during summer (Figure 10b). In most cases, the low values seem to coincide for all datasets, thereby
indicating that real GPP was indeed lower for these dates. A possible explanation may be the occurrence
of cloudy days with little solar radiation reaching the earth’s surface. This is supported by comparison of
the PAR time series measured from the Loobos fluxtower and the GPPsPRI and GPPrPRI time series for the
summer of 2002 (not presented), which showed that low PAR values coincide with the low GPPsPRI and
GPPrPRI found in Figure 10b.
Linear regression analysis between fluxtower GPP and the three satellite-born GPP datasets was applied.
It revealed that for location Loobos the trendline of GPP rPRI almost makes a perfect match with a 1:1
relationship (Figure 12) and accounted for a fair portion of the variability (R2=0.601). Furthermore, in
line with the findings from the time series analysis, GPPsPRI (Figure 13) and MODIS GPP (Figure 14)
were found to underestimate GPP as compared to fluxtower GPP, in which underestimation was strongest
in GPPsPRI (with a slope of 0.39 as compared to the MODIS GPP slope of 0.54).
The correlation coefficients for GPP sPRI, GPPrPRI and MODIS GPP are all within the similar range of
0.55-0.66, though GPPsPRI seems somewhat more coherent than GPPrPRI and MODIS GPP (compare
Figure 13 with Figure 12 and 14). Apparently, the exponential relationship between PRI and RUE used in
the rPRI approach causes more noise than the linair relationship between PRI and RUE that is part of the
sPRI method. Though the correlation coefficients for all three datasets are relatively low, they are
acceptable because GPP is a biological parameter and therefore can be expected to show much variation.
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Figure 10: Loobos GPP time series
GPP time series for location Loobos in (a) the squential years 2002-2006 and (b) the single year 2002.
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Figure 11: Speuldersbos GPP time series
GPP time series for location Speulderbos in the sequential years 2002-2006. Note that the fluxtower GPP series is not
complete and contains only two recordings at the end of June 2006.

The same low summer values that were found in the Loobos GPP time series (Figure 10) and probably
caused by low incident solar radiation due to a high cloud cover are present in the regression analysis
diagrams, clustered below the 1:1 relationship.
No regression analysis was applied for location Speulderbos as it would not make sense because the
fluxtower GPP series only contained two recordings.
Reflecting on research question 2 and 3 (see section 1.4), it was found that the rPRI method provides
reliable estimates for GPP at the Loobos site, whereas MODIS GPP did not achieve the same accuracy
and tended to underestimate GPP. Similar results have been reported in earlier research. Also Sims et al.
(2006b), Stagakis et al. (2007) and Turner et al. (2006) found MODIS GPP to often underestimate
ground-based GPP, though overestimations of MODIS GPP in coniferous forests were reported by Turner
et al. (2003). Furthermore, Garbulsky et al. (2008) achieved better GPP results with their exponential
relationship between RUE and PRI (Equation 8) than did MODIS GPP. In this study, the sPRI method
returned slightly stronger underestimations than MODIS GPP, in contrast to Rahman et al. (2004) who
found a better match between sPRI derived GPP and fluxtower GPP than between MODIS GPP and
fluxtower GPP.
Based on these findings it would seem that the rPRI approach easily outcompetes MODIS GPP. The
question is, however, how the rPRI method would perform in other areas, or if you will, pixels. Since the
exponential relationship between PRI and RUE used in the rPRI approach is based on GPP data measured
from the Loobos fluxtower, it is not unlikely that the rPRI would generate far less reliable GPP estimates
in other areas. In those areas, the reliability of the sPRI approach will probably remain the same because
the sPRI equation (Equation 9) is not based on location-specific empirical data. If so, MODIS GPP would
still remain the most reliable estimator for GPP.
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Figure 13: Correlation between GPPsPRI and fluxtower GPP for 2002-2006
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Lineair regression between the datasets is shown by the solid line (GPP sPRI = 0,3901 x GPPfluxtower - 0,0072; R = 0.6581).
The dotted line represents a 1:1 relationship.
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Lineair regression between the datasets is shown by the solid line (GPPMODIS = 0,5411 x GPPfluxtower - 0,1352; R = 0.5513).
The dotted line represents a 1:1 relationship.

4.2 Spatial analysis
The analysis of the GPP time series in the previous section showed the strong seasonality of GPP. An
example of how that seasonality is spatially distributed is depicted in Figure 15 for the three remotely
sensed GPP datasets. Figure 16 shows monthly GPPrPRI for the whole study area for the year 2002. Note
that the pixels with value zero or less represent open water bodies and sand drift areas that should have a
GPP value of 0 g C m-2 d-1. The white spots in the MODIS GPP images in Figure 15 (c and f) represent
urban areas and do not contain data.
As was already found for the Loobos and Speulderbos sites in the time series analysis, GPP rPRI is higher
than GPPsPRI and MODIS GPP for most of the area, though in winter the difference is hardly noticeable.
Summer GPP is higher than winter GPP for the whole study area for each dataset, which could be
expected as spring and summer are the periods of high photosynthetic activity and productivity for
vegetation in the temperate zones of the northern hemisphere.
The contrast between the forested central area and the agricultural fields surrounding the forests is higher
in summer than in winter for all datasets, which would indicate that forest GPP relative to crop production
is higher during summer than during winter (see Figure 1 to locate forest and nonforest areas). This does
not make sense because the forest areas for a large part consist of evergreen trees, while the agricultural
fields lay barren during winter and therefore, one may expect to see a relatively high forest production
during winter as compared to crop production. A possible explanation is that because GPP is overall
lower during winter, stretching deprived the winter images of their contrast and that forest production
relative to crop production is actually higher than during summer. This would also explain why the
forested areas in winter cannot be distinguished from the surrounding areas for GPP sPRI, since GPPsPRI
values are especially low (see Figure 13).
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Figure 15: Seasonal variation in satellite-born GPP
th

th

GPPsPRI (a), GPPrPRI (b) and MODIS GPP (c) on January 9 2002 and on July 28 2002 (respectively d, e, f).

The GPPrPRI images for the Veluwe forests (Figure 15 and 16 show that the rPRI yields consistent GPP
estimates for the evergreen forest areas. Thus it seems that the rPRI method is not only restricted to the
Loobos site but can be applied to other patches of evergreen forest in the temperate zone.

4.3 Parameter sensitivity analysis
Much of the deviation in the GPP series can probably be explained with variation in the RUE term.
Compared to the maximum RUE values found in other studies (Table 2) and the maximum RUE values
used in the MODIS GPP algorithm (Table 3), the maximum RUE values found for the rPRI and sPRI are
rather unexpected. Other research shows that maximum RUE values range between 1.5 and 3.0 g C MJ -1
(Table 2), varying per biome, type of phenology and tree species.
The Loobos fluxtower is located in an evergreen coniferous forest stand that fills up most of the Loobos
pixel (Figure 2a). The maximum RUE value found by Turner et al. (2005) for a temperate evergreen
coniferous forest is 1.5 g C MJ-1 (Table 2). The MODIS GPP algorithm uses a maximum RUE value of
1.008 g C MJ-1 for evergreen coniferous forests (Table 3). In this study, for the period of 2002-2006, the
maximum RUE values for the Loobos pixel were 4.80 and 0.61 g C MJ -1 based on respectively rPRI and
sPRI. By dividing Loobos fluxtower GPP by the APAR value calculated for the Loobos pixel, the
maximum RUE value was found to be 3.98 g C MJ-1. At the Speulderbos site, similar discrepancies were
found. Like the Loobos fluctower, the Speulderbos fluxtower is also surrounded by evergreen conifer
trees in its direct vicinity, but the majority of the area of the Speulderbos pixel covers deciduous
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Figure 16: Monthly GPPrPRI for 2002
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GPPrPRI for January 9 (a), February 14 (b), March 9 (c), April 8 (d), May 17 (e), June 17 (f), July 15 (g), August 16 (h),
th
th
th
th
September 12 (i), October 13 (j), November 9 (k) and December 10 (l).

broadleaved forest (Figure 2b). Turner et al. (2005) found 3.0 g C MJ-1 as the maximum RUE value for a
temperate deciduous broadleaved forest (Table 2), whereas the MODIS GPP algorithm uses 1.044 g C
MJ-1 (Table 3). The maximum RUE value for the Speulderbos pixel found in this study appeared to be
4.74 and 0.61 g C MJ-1 for respectively rPRI and sPRI.
The low maximum RUE values for sPRI were to be expected from the underestimations in GPPsPRI
(Figure 13), though now it has become clear that the source of the underestimation is in the RUE term.
The high maximum RUE values for rPRI are a result of the high outliers presented earlier (Figure 10 and
11). Therefore, it is likely that most RUE rPRI values are about 3 to 4 times smaller in summer. But even if
the RUErPRI outliers were excluded the RUErPRI maximum values would still be rather low in comparison
to the values found in literature (Table 2). Also the maximum RUE values in the MODIS GPP algorithm
seem rather low, especially since the final RUE term of the MODIS GPP algorithm is the product of the
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Correlation plot for global radiation (MJ m d ) at the Loobos site and the Deelen site. Lineair regression between
2
the datasets is shown by the solid line (R Loobos = 1.0299 x RDeelen – 0.022 ;R = 0.9786). The dotted line represents a
1:1 relationship.

maximum RUE, a minimum temperature scalar (SCLTmin) and a vapour pressure deficit scalar (SCL VPD)
(see section 2.4), because of which final RUE will hardly ever be equal to maximum RUE.
The GPP model is the product of three parameters: PAR, FPAR and RUE (Equation 3). So far, the main
focus has been on RUE and how to estimate RUE using the PRI. However, a deviation in PAR or FPAR
could easily trigger an overestimation or underestimation in GPP PRI (related to research question 4).
There are two uncertainty factors in the determination of PAR; 1) global radiation from which PAR was
derived could be incorrect and 2) the conversion factor from global radiation to PAR could be too high or
too low. The global radiation dataset used to determine PAR in this study was measured from the Loobos
fluxtower, which is managed by the Alterra research centre (see section 3.2). To validate this dataset, it
was plotted against a global radiation dataset from the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute
(KNMI, 2011) measured at the Deelen weather station (52°04' N; 05°53' E), about 20-30 km to the
southeast (Figure 17). The linear regression line almost perfectly fits with a 1:1 relationship and it
accounts for almost all variability (R2=0.98). This implicates that there is no reason to believe that Loobos
global radiation is incorrect. It also shows that global radiation does not vary over distances of tens of
kms, which supports the decision to apply Loobos global radiation in the GPP model to the whole study
area. Initially, the aim was to use incident radiation data from GMAO (GMAO Website, 2010) to
determine PAR in this study. Incident shortwave radiation from GMAO is also being used in the MODIS
GPP algorithm and it would have benefitted the analysis of the RUE term in the PRI methods as
compared to the RUE term in MODIS GPP. Unfortunately, the structure of the .HDF raster images of
GMAO seemed unreadable and therefore not useful. Global radiation from the Loobos fluxtower was
used to derive PAR from instead. For the same reason, Loobos fluxtower global radiation was not
validated against GMAO incident shortwave radiation.
The second uncertainty factor concerning the PAR term is the conversion from global radiation to PAR.
In order to keep parameter settings for PAR and FPAR as much equal to the MODIS GPP algorithm as
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possible, a conversion factor of 0.45 was used. Literature research showed that the global average factor
is slightly higher (i.e. 0.47), and possibly even higher for the temperate zone (i.e. 0.50) (see section 2.2.2).
Using 0.47 or 0.50 as conversion factor instead of 0.45 would result in an increase in GPP of respectively
4% or 11%. This could partly explain the strong underestimation of GPP sPRI, though it would also cause
GPPrPRI to overestimate with the same percentages.
The FPAR term was derived from NDVI according to Equation 5 (Sims et al., 2006a). However, multiple
other ways of estimating FPAR are used by other authors. Among those is the MODIS Leaf Area Index &
FPAR product (Garbulsky et al., 2008; Myneni et al., 2002). To determine how the GPP model would
react if MODIS FPAR would have been used instead of the current NDVI based FPAR linear regression
was applied (Figure 18). The effect of using MODIS FPAR on both GPP PRI methods would be an
increase of lower values and a slight decrease of the higher values, thereby making the GPPPRI data range
smaller, decreasing the effect of seasonality and worsening the summer underestimations of GPP sPRI.
Another way of estimating FPAR is to directly derive it from NDVI in a 1:1 relationship (Kooistra et al.,
2009). In comparison to the method by Sims et al. (2006a) used in this study (Equation 5) FPAR, and
thereby GPPPRI, can be expected to increase in its lower values and decrease in its higher values,
respectively due to the extraction of 0.168 and the multiplication factor of 1.24 in Equation 5. Linear
regression between NDVI and MODIS FPAR showed a very close fit to a 1:1 relationship for location
Loobos in 2002-2006 (not presented; MODIS FPAR = 0.9204 x NDVI + 0.0245; R² = 0.7451), which
explains why MODIS FPAR and NDVI would affect GPPPRI in a similar fashion, should they be used as
estimators for FPAR.
A fourth way by which FPAR can be estimated is via a linear relationship between FPAR and the
Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI). Using FPAR = EVI, Garbulsky et al. (2008) found that EVI showed
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more seasonal variation and had a lower offset than did NDVI based FPAR and MODIS FPAR (see their
Figure 1). Compared to the NDVI, EVI correlated better with the seasonal dynamics of GPP in a study by
Xio et al. (2005). In this study, however, the EVI was not tested and it is not clear how it would have
influenced GPPPRI if it was used as estimator of FPAR.
Furthermore, the results of the linear regression analysis for the Loobos site may also be influenced by the
choice of the fluxtower GPP parameter. Alterra research centre measures four different variations of GPP
at the Loobos fluxtower (for more details, see the CarboEurope level-4 variable description). To test what
would be the impact of choosing another fluxtower GPP parameter as ground truth for validation of
GPPsPRI, GPPrPRI and MODIS GPP, linear regression was applied for the GPP parameter that was used in
this study and the three parameters that were not used (not presented). The analysis revealed that the four
GPP parameters are almost equal as the trendlines of the three non-used parameters approached the 1:1
relationship very closely (all slopes higher than 0.91 with all offsets around zero and all R 2 higher than
0.96).
In other publications a wide variety exists between the exact parameters that are used in the
parameterisation of the relationship between PRI and RUE. The use of the sPRI next to other PRI to RUE
relationships make it hard to determine a general relationship. Depending on the target scale different
spectral bands are in use. For example, the 570 nm band has been used on the scale of individual leafs,
but a band near 550 nm seems to have a higher predictive ability at the canopy scale. In case MODIS data
was used as input for the PRI, as many as four different reference bands were selected by different
authors (band 10 (488 nm), 12 (551 nm), 13 (667 nm) and 14 (678 nm)) (Garbulsky et al., 2011). But also
besides the RUE term many different approaches to parameterise GPP have been used, for example the
use of global radiation instead of PAR, the use of PAR instead of APAR and the use of different units for
radiation (MJ vs. μmol photons).

4.4 The broader perspective
The rPRI approach proved reliable and accurate for the Loobos site and from the results of this study
(Figure 15 and 16) there is no indication that it cannot be relied on in other coniferous forest stands with
similar environmental and climatic conditions. However, due to the lack of available ground-based GPP
data it was not possible to perform an independent test for other sites than Loobos. Since the methods
were not tested for temperate broadleaved forest stands there is no guarantee that the rPRI and sPRI
methods will work there as well, as seasonality in vegetation cover is often different from that of
evergreen forests. Because seasonality in leaf area is the main driver of carbon absorption in broadleaved
trees of temperate forests, vegetation cover indices, such as NDVI, may be able to deliver accurate GPP
measurements without correction for RUE (Garbulsky et al., 2008). This, in contrast to evergreen forests
where seasonality in radiation absorption is low and seasonality in carbon absorption, and thus
photosynthesis, is mainly driven by drought and temperature.
Whether the rPRI method can also be used in forest areas outside of the temperate zone is doubtful. To
illustrate this one may compare the relationship between PRI and RUE found in a Mediterranean forest by
Garbulsky et al. (2008) (Equation 8) with the relationship found for the Veluwe in this study (Equation
12). From the paper by Garbulsky et al. (2008) it is, however, not completely clear how they found their
relationship (Figure 19, taken from their Figure 3) The paper does not explain on which criteria selection
was based of PRI and RUE data and there is no mention where their reference RUE dataset originates
from.
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Figure 19: Correlation between RUE and PRI in a Mediterranean forest for 2001–2005
27.76 x PRI

Borrowed from Garbulsky et al. (2008: 2863) (RUE = 50.63 x e

2

; R = 0.61)

The land cover conditions required for a proper functioning of the PRI approach (research question 5) are
in the first place that the area of interested is sufficiently large and homogeneous relative to the MODIS
pixel resolution of 1000 metres in order to avoid spectral mixing within pixels. Ideally, the area under
study contains vast homogenous areas with sharp boundaries to make differentiation easier. This is often
the case for both natural and plantation forests, though in the temperate zone they become more and more
fragmented. Therefore, the PRI methods are probably most suitable for estimating GPP in the coniferous
forests of the boreal zone where fragmentation is less apparent (research question 6). But there is no
reason why the PRI methods should only work in coniferous forests (research question 7). More research
should show their potential for broadleaved forest and certainly for large-scale farming, as cropland and
meadows often are of considerable proportions, almost to a hundred per cent homogenous and have strict
boundaries. After all, the PRI was originally developed in a sunflower field (Gamon et al., 1992).
Thus, the results of this study indicate that PRI based methodologies can provide reliable estimations of
RUE and thereby GPP in temperate evergreen coniferous forests and possibly in temperate deciduous
broadleaved forests. Many other authors found comparable results for other climate zones and biomes
(Garbulsky et al., 2011). The sPRI, for example, seemed to be a reliable estimator of RUE in a boreal
deciduous broadleaved forest (Drolet et al., 2005) and in a temperate deciduous broadleaved forest
(Rahman et al., 2004). Furthermore, Garbulsky et al. (2008) found a strong correlation between RUE and
their own variation of the rPRI (Equation 8) in a Mediterranean evergreen broadleaved forest. Strong
correlations between PRI and RUE were also reported by Nichol et al. (2000) for boreal evergreen
coniferous forests, though they also found weaker correlation in boreal deciduous broadleaved forest
sites. In many studies, the correlation between RUE and PRI became weaker when RUE approached zero
(Garbulsky et al., 2011). This is in line with the findings of Barton and North (2001), who reported the
PRI to be sensitive to Leaf Area Index (LAI), varying soil background for LAI < 3 and Leaf Angle
Distribution (LAD) at large viewing angles. Also structural features, such as woody biomass and nongreen landscape components, disrupt the PRI signal (Sims et al., 2006a; Garbulsky et al., 2011). Less
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successful results of estimating RUE based on the PRI are also reported by Sims et al. (2006a) who point
out that canopy structure and background effects of the PRI should be adjusted for. Additionally, canopy
shadow fraction affects PRI performance (Hilker et al., 2010). Research by Guo and Trotter (2006)
pointed out that coordinated adjustment needs to be maintained for diurnal and seasonal changes in
temperature and CO2 levels. It is clear that remote sensing of PRI and GPP monitoring share a future,
though more research is needed to take into account the variability in PRI performance across climate
zones and land cover types. In order to gain more understanding on the performance of the PRI on the
ecosystem level, future research should focus on issues related to upscaling from site observations to the
landscape level and the complex interactions between the biosphere and the atmosphere (Hilker et al.,
2008). A subject that remains rather vague in many publications it the influence of the atmosphere on the
PRI signal, which is the reason why in this paper, after Garbulsky et al. (2008), the non-corrected bands
were used with the assumption that the same atmospheric effects will present itself in band 11 and 12 and
thereby eliminate these atmospheric effects through normalisation in the PRI. Atmospheric effects on the
PRI signal require more attention in order to fine-tune atmospheric correction of satellite data before
using it as input for the PRI (Vermote et al., 2002). Furthermore, PRI based GPP monitoring is also
limited by the availability of satellite-born narrow waveband observations around the bandwidths of the
PRI, as these are currently only available from the MODIS sensors (Hilker et al., 2008). Finally, more
attention should be paid to the NDVI to FPAR relationship, as correlation is often rather low and there is
no general agreement on the relationship and its accuracy, even though it has been studied over a much
longer time-span than the PRI (Garbulsky et al., 2011).
Satellite-born remote sensing of GPP on global, regional and local scales, independent from ground based
sensors, is evolving and will probably become more reliable and accurate over the next years and
decades. More calibration and validation studies are required for the PRI methods in forests other than
evergreen conifer stands, non-forest nature areas and in agricultural areas in and outside of the temperate
zone. But also other methods of remotely estimating RUE and GPP are under development, such as
remote detection of fluorescence (Grace et al., 2007) and an Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI) based
approach (Sims et al., 2006b) as are methods that combine satellite-born data with ground-based sensor
networks (Kooistra et al., 2007; Turner et al., 2003; Turner et al., 2005; Turner et al., 2006). In the
meanwhile, technological innovation of hyperspectral sensors will probably lead to improvement of the
spatial and spectral resolution of sensors, thereby increasing the accuracy of GPP monitoring and
enabling the measurement of GPP in smaller heterogeneous areas (Garbulsky et al., 2011). Furthermore,
the information era will hopefully spawn more digital platforms where high-quality satellite imagery
becomes freely available to scientists and governmental organisations.
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5 Conclusions
The aim of this study was to investigate and assess the usage of the Photochemical Reflectance Index
(PRI) as an estimator for Radiation Use Efficiency (RUE) for the purpose of monitoring Gross Primary
Productivity (GPP) with MODIS imagery in a temperate forest. Based on a literature review (Chapter 2)
into GPP modelling, the PRI and the MODIS GPP product, two GPP datasets were created for the
Veluwe forests in The Netherlands for 2002-2006. In both datasets GPP was the product of the
Photosynthetically Active Radiation (PAR), the Fraction of PAR (FPAR) and RUE. In one of the datasets
RUE was defined by the scaled PRI (sPRI), a linear relationship between PRI and RUE, in the other
dataset the exponential relationship defined as regression PRI (rPRI) determined RUE. Daily GPP values
were extracted for two fluxtower sites, Loobos and Speulderbos, for 2002-2006. Temporal analysis and
linear regression analyses were applied between GPPsPRI, GPPrPRI, MODIS GPP and fluxtower GPP for
both locations.
All four GPP datasets showed strong seasonality and a similar overall pattern of low winter values and
high summer values. Compared to fluxtower GPP, GPPsPRI and MODIS GPP significantly underestimated
GPP, whereas GPPrPRI made a nearly perfect match. The satellite-born datasets, however, all showed a lot
of variability and accounted for a mere 55-66% of the variation. Outside the fluxtower pixels the rPRI
method seemed to have worked as well, though no independent tests could be performed because of the
unavailability of more ground-based GPP observations in the area. It appeared that the maximum RUE
values found for the Loobos site are somewhat high for rPRI and low for sPRI as compared to values
found for similar forests in other literature. This indicates that the underestimations in GPP sPRI are
probably caused by underestimations in RUE sPRI. In case of RUErPRI the high maximum value is probably
the result of an extremely high outlier.
The results of this study showed the rPRI method to be a reliable estimator of GPP for the Loobos site
and possibly also for other temperate evergreen coniferous forests. Furthermore, the findings presented
here confirm that MODIS GPP is not as accurate as it should be and the sPRI method was found to
perform not very well in temperate evergreen coniferous forests either.
Current use of PRI based methodologies for remotely monitoring GPP in forests are limited to large
homogenous areas with a high canopy density. Proposed objectives for further research are to:
-

Establish ecosystem specific relationships between PRI and RUE;

-

Use ground-based observations to calibrate and validate the relationships between PRI and RUE
under varying climate zones, weather conditions, vegetation structure and density, heterogeneity
in terms of plant species, plant stress and disturbance factors, land cover type and spatial scales;

-

Gain understanding in the atmospheric effects on the PRI;

-

Review and validate the relationship between the Normalised Difference Vegetation Index
(NDVI) and FPAR;

-

Explore other means of satellite-born monitoring of GPP, such as through fluorescence or
Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI).
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Appendices
Appendix A: MODIS specifications per band
Band no.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Bandwidth (nm)
620-670
841-876
459-479
545-565
1,230-1,250
1,628-1,652
2,105-2,155
405-420
438-448
483-493
526-536
546-556
662-672
673-683
743-753
862-877
890-920
931-941
915-965
3,660-3,840
3,929-3,989
3,929-3,989
4,020-4,080
4,433-4,498
4,482-4,549
1,360-1,390
6,535-6,895
7,175-7,475
8,400-8,700
9,580-9,880
10,780-11,280
11,770-12,270
13,185-13,485
13,485-13,785
13,758-14,085
14,085-14,385
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Spatial resolution (m)
250
250
500
500
500
500
500
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
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Appendix B: Processing chain
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Appendix C: A1 - Pre-processing MOD021KM – Build pyramids
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------# A1_a1BuildPyramidsRasters.py
# Created on: 26/NOV/2010
# Author: John Stuiver
# Editted by: David Marcelis
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------import sys, string, os, time, arcgisscripting
def js_time_dif(vr_start_time):
vr_end_time = time.time()
vr_dif_in_time = vr_end_time - vr_start_time
print 'Computation time is seconds : %.2f' % (vr_dif_in_time)
print 'starting ArcGIS'
# Create the Geoprocessor object for 9.3
vr_start_time = time.time()
js_time_dif(vr_start_time)
gp = arcgisscripting.create(9.3)
gp.SetProduct("ArcInfo")
gp.OverwriteOutput = 1 # extra statement to overwrite output !!
print "ArcGIS product loaded .."
js_time_dif(vr_start_time)
# Check out any necessary licenses
gp.CheckOutExtension("spatial")
# Load required toolboxes...
gp.AddToolbox("C:/Program Files/ArcGIS/ArcToolbox/Toolboxes/Spatial Analyst Tools.tbx")
gp.AddToolbox("C:/Program Files/ArcGIS/ArcToolbox/Toolboxes/Data Management Tools.tbx")
# Set the Geoprocessing environment...
gp.newPrecision = "DOUBLE"
gp.XYResolution = "0.0001 Meters"
gp.MTolerance = ""
gp.randomGenerator = "0 ACM599"
gp.outputCoordinateSystem =
"GEOGCS['GCS_WGS_1984',DATUM['D_WGS_1984',SPHEROID['WGS_1984',6378137.0,298.257223563]],PRIMEM['Gr
eenwich',0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.0174532925199433]]"
gp.snapRaster = ""
gp.projectCompare = "NONE"
gp.outputZFlag = "Disabled"
gp.qualifiedFieldNames = "true"
gp.extent = "DEFAULT"
gp.XYTolerance = "0.0001 Meters"
gp.cellSize = "MINOF"
gp.outputZValue = ""
gp.outputMFlag = "Disabled"
gp.geographicTransformations = "Amersfoort_To_ETRS_1989_4"
gp.ZResolution = ""
gp.mask = ""
gp.MResolution = ""
gp.derivedPrecision = "DOUBLE"
gp.ZTolerance = ""
# Local variables...
vr_path = "E:\\workspace"
vr_orig_folder = "MOD021KM_org"
gp.workspace = vr_path + "\\" + vr_orig_folder
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vr_scr_folder = vr_orig_folder.replace("org","scr")
gp.CreateFolder(vr_path,vr_scr_folder)
gp.scratchWorkspace = vr_path + "\\" + vr_scr_folder
li_rasters = gp.ListRasters("", "ALL")
vr_noofrasters = len(li_rasters)
print vr_noofrasters
# Compute Build Pyramids for all Images
for vr_raster in li_rasters:
print "Building pyramids for raster " + vr_raster
gp.BuildPyramids_management(vr_raster)
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Appendix D: A1 – Pre-processing MOD021KM – Rename files
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------# A1_a1stRenameTifFiles.py
# Created on: 07/DEC/2010
# Author: John Stuiver
# Editted by: David Marcelis
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------import sys, string, os, time, arcgisscripting
def js_time_dif(vr_start_time):
vr_end_time = time.time()
vr_dif_in_time = vr_end_time - vr_start_time
print 'Computation time is seconds : %.2f' % (vr_dif_in_time)
print 'starting ArcGIS'
# Create the Geoprocessor object for 9.3
vr_start_time = time.time()
js_time_dif(vr_start_time)
gp = arcgisscripting.create(9.3)
gp.SetProduct("ArcInfo")
gp.OverwriteOutput = 1 # extra statement to overwrite output !!
print "ArcGIS product loaded .."
js_time_dif(vr_start_time)
# Check out any necessary licenses
gp.CheckOutExtension("spatial")
# Load required toolboxes...
gp.AddToolbox("C:/Program Files/ArcGIS/ArcToolbox/Toolboxes/Spatial Analyst Tools.tbx")
gp.AddToolbox("C:/Program Files/ArcGIS/ArcToolbox/Toolboxes/Data Management Tools.tbx")
# Set the Geoprocessing environment...
gp.newPrecision = "DOUBLE"
gp.XYResolution = "0.0001 Meters"
gp.MTolerance = ""
gp.randomGenerator = "0 ACM599"
gp.outputCoordinateSystem =
"GEOGCS['GCS_WGS_1984',DATUM['D_WGS_1984',SPHEROID['WGS_1984',6378137.0,298.257223563]],PRIMEM['Gr
eenwich',0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.0174532925199433]]"
gp.snapRaster = ""
gp.projectCompare = "NONE"
gp.outputZFlag = "Disabled"
gp.qualifiedFieldNames = "true"
gp.extent = "DEFAULT"
gp.XYTolerance = "0.0001 Meters"
gp.cellSize = "MINOF"
gp.outputZValue = ""
gp.outputMFlag = "Disabled"
gp.geographicTransformations = "Amersfoort_To_ETRS_1989_4"
gp.ZResolution = ""
gp.mask = ""
gp.MResolution = ""
gp.derivedPrecision = "DOUBLE"
gp.ZTolerance = ""
# Local variables...
vr_path = "E:\\workspace"
vr_orig_folder = "MOD021KM_org"
vr_out_folder = "avg"
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gp.workspace = vr_path + "\\" + vr_out_folder
vr_scr_folder = vr_out_folder.replace("avg","scr")
gp.CreateFolder(vr_path,vr_scr_folder)
gp.scratchWorkspace = vr_path + "\\" + vr_scr_folder
gp.workspace = vr_path + "\\" + vr_orig_folder
li_rasters = gp.ListRasters("", "ALL")
vr_noofrasters = len(li_rasters)
print vr_noofrasters
for vr_raster in li_rasters:
#print "Loop to rename"
li_raster_part_name = vr_raster.split(".")
vr_noofparts = len(li_raster_part_name)
#print vr_noofparts
vr_name_part1 = li_raster_part_name[1]
vr_name_part2 = li_raster_part_name[2]
vr_name_part3a = li_raster_part_name[6]
vr_name_part3b = vr_name_part3a.split("_")
vr_name_part3 = vr_name_part3b[6] + vr_name_part3b[7]
vr_name_part4 = li_raster_part_name[7]
vr_name_part5a = li_raster_part_name[5]
vr_name_part5b = vr_name_part5a.split("8")
vr_name_part5 = vr_name_part5b[1]
vr_newname_raster = vr_name_part1 + "_" + vr_name_part2 + "_" + vr_name_part5 + "_" + vr_name_part3 + "." +
vr_name_part4
#print vr_newname_raster
print vr_path + "\\" + vr_orig_folder + "\\" + vr_raster
vr_raster_in = vr_path + "\\" + vr_orig_folder + "\\" + vr_raster
print vr_path + "\\" + vr_orig_folder + "\\" + vr_newname_raster
vr_raster_out = vr_path + "\\" + vr_orig_folder + "\\" + vr_newname_raster
gp.Rename(vr_raster_in,vr_raster_out)
del gp
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Appendix E: A1 – Pre-processing MOD021KM – Create value and count rasters for
band 11
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------# A1_a2PreProcessingBandsToCreateValueAndCountRastersband0.py
# Created on: 06/DEC/2010
# Author: John Stuiver
# Editted by: David Marcelis
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------import sys, string, os, time, arcgisscripting
def js_time_dif(vr_start_time):
vr_end_time = time.time()
vr_dif_in_time = vr_end_time - vr_start_time
print 'Computation time is seconds : %.2f' % (vr_dif_in_time)
def js_rastername_and_prefix(vr_PathOutputFolde,li_raster_band_0_output_val,vr_count_rasnr):
#return list of raster name and prefix
li_raster_prefix = []
vr_raster1 = li_raster_band_0_output_val[vr_count_rasnr]
vr_rasname1 = vr_raster1.replace(vr_PathOutputFolder,"")
vr_rasname1 = vr_raster1.replace(vr_PathOutputFolder,"")
li_Raster1NameParts = vr_rasname1.split("_")
vr_prefix1 = li_Raster1NameParts[0]
li_rastername.append(vr_raster1)
def js_make_list_of_raster_with_extension(vr_folder_path,vr_scrfolder_path,li_rasters,vr_bandext):
li_rastername_band_ext = []
gp.workspace = vr_folder_path
gp.scratchWorkspace = vr_scrfolder_path
# Create raster list band 0...
for vr_raster in li_rasters:
if vr_raster.find(vr_bandext) > 0:
print "Raster Band :" + vr_raster
li_rastername_band_ext.append(vr_raster)
return li_rastername_band_ext
def js_check_for_raster_with_only_zeros(vr_Outnodataraster):
vr_true_false = 1
obj_image_describe = gp.describe(vr_Outnodataraster)
vr_image_rows = obj_image_describe.Height
vr_image_cols = obj_image_describe.Width
vr_noofcells = vr_image_rows * vr_image_cols
print vr_noofcells
obj_rows = gp.searchcursor(vr_Outnodataraster,"","","VALUE; COUNT", "COUNT D")
obj_row = obj_rows.Next()
vr_value = obj_row.VALUE
vr_countcells = obj_row.COUNT
print vr_value
print vr_countcells
if vr_value == 0 and vr_countcells == vr_noofcells:
print "Image had only NoData values: skip image"
vr_true_false = 0
return vr_true_false
def js_remove_temp_ggg_grids_fromFolder(vr_origworkspace,vr_gggworkspace):
gp.workspace = vr_gggworkspace
li_rasters_ggg = gp.ListRasters("", "ALL")
print li_rasters_ggg
for vr_gg in li_rasters_ggg:
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vr_gg_raster = vr_path + "\\" + vr_scr_folder + "\\" + vr_gg
gp.Delete(vr_gg_raster)
gp.workspace = vr_origworkspace
def js_set_extent_and_cellsize(vr_path,vr_refrasterfolder,vr_refrasterimage):
vr_refraster = vr_path + "\\" + vr_refrasterfolder + "\\" + vr_refrasterimage
obj_image_describe = gp.describe(vr_refraster)
obj_extent = obj_image_describe.Extent
vr_xmin = obj_extent.xmin
vr_ymin = obj_extent.ymin
vr_xmax = obj_extent.xmax
vr_ymax = obj_extent.ymax
vr_extent_refraster = " " + str(vr_xmin) + " " + str(vr_ymin) + " " + str(vr_xmax) + " " + str(vr_ymax)
print vr_extent_refraster
gp.Extent = vr_extent_refraster
vr_image_cols = obj_image_describe.Width
print vr_image_cols
vr_cellsize = (vr_xmax - vr_xmin) / vr_image_cols
print vr_cellsize
gp.cellSize = str(vr_cellsize)
print 'starting ArcGIS'
# Create the Geoprocessor object for 9.3
vr_start_time = time.time()
js_time_dif(vr_start_time)
gp = arcgisscripting.create(9.3)
gp.SetProduct("ArcInfo")
gp.OverwriteOutput = 1 # extra statement to overwrite output !!
print "ArcGIS product loaded .."
js_time_dif(vr_start_time)
# Check out any necessary licenses
gp.CheckOutExtension("spatial")
# Load required toolboxes...
gp.AddToolbox("C:/Program Files/ArcGIS/ArcToolbox/Toolboxes/Spatial Analyst Tools.tbx")
gp.AddToolbox("C:/Program Files/ArcGIS/ArcToolbox/Toolboxes/Data Management Tools.tbx")
# Set the Geoprocessing environment...
gp.newPrecision = "DOUBLE"
gp.XYResolution = "0.0001 Meters"
gp.MTolerance = ""
gp.randomGenerator = "0 ACM599"
gp.outputCoordinateSystem =
"GEOGCS['GCS_WGS_1984',DATUM['D_WGS_1984',SPHEROID['WGS_1984',6378137.0,298.257223563]],PRIMEM['Gr
eenwich',0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.0174532925199433]]"
gp.snapRaster = ""
gp.projectCompare = "NONE"
gp.outputZFlag = "Disabled"
gp.qualifiedFieldNames = "true"
gp.extent = "DEFAULT"
gp.XYTolerance = "0.0001 Meters"
gp.cellSize = "MINOF"
gp.outputZValue = ""
gp.outputMFlag = "Disabled"
gp.geographicTransformations = "Amersfoort_To_ETRS_1989_4"
gp.ZResolution = ""
gp.mask = ""
gp.MResolution = ""
gp.derivedPrecision = "DOUBLE"
gp.ZTolerance = ""
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# Setup Workspaces
vr_path = "E:\\workspace"
vr_orig_folder = "MOD021KM_org"
vr_out_folder = vr_orig_folder.replace("org","avg")
gp.CreateFolder(vr_path,vr_out_folder)
gp.workspace = vr_path + "\\" + vr_out_folder
vr_scr_folder = vr_out_folder.replace("avg","scr")
gp.CreateFolder(vr_path,vr_scr_folder)
gp.scratchWorkspace = vr_path + "\\" + vr_scr_folder
gp.workspace = vr_path + "\\" + vr_orig_folder
li_rasters = gp.ListRasters("", "ALL")
vr_noofrasters = len(li_rasters)
print vr_noofrasters
#li_rastername_band_0 = []
vr_band0 = "_RefSB0.tif"
vr_bandnr = "_band0"
li_rastername_band_1 = js_make_list_of_raster_with_extension(vr_path,vr_orig_folder,li_rasters,vr_band0)
#print li_rastername_band_0
# Compute bitmap for band0
gp.workspace = vr_path + "\\" + vr_orig_folder
gp.scratchWorkspace = vr_path + "\\" + vr_scr_folder
vr_PathInputFolder = vr_path + "\\" + vr_orig_folder + "\\"
vr_band0_folder = vr_orig_folder + vr_bandnr
gp.CreateFolder(vr_path,vr_band0_folder)
vr_PathOutputFolder = vr_path + "\\" + vr_band0_folder + "\\"
print vr_PathOutputFolder
vr_band0img = vr_band0.replace(".tif", ".img")
#Determine extent and cellsize
vr_refrasterfolder = "reference_raster"
vr_refrasterimage = "ps_refraster_GCS_WGS.img"
js_set_extent_and_cellsize(vr_path,vr_refrasterfolder,vr_refrasterimage)
#set loop variables band0
print "**********************"
vr_count = 0
vr_noofraster = len(li_rastername_band_1)
vr_origworkspace = vr_path + "\\" + vr_orig_folder
vr_gggworkspace = vr_path + "\\" + vr_scr_folder
while vr_count <= vr_noofraster - 1:
#while vr_count <= 5 - 1:
gp.workspace = vr_origworkspace
vr_raster = li_rastername_band_1[vr_count]
li_RasterNameParts = vr_raster.split("_")
vr_PrefixName = li_RasterNameParts[0] + "_" + li_RasterNameParts[1] + "_" + li_RasterNameParts[2]
print vr_PrefixName
try:
vr_OutputRasterval = vr_PathOutputFolder + vr_PrefixName + "_val" + vr_band0img
#print vr_OutputRasterval
vr_OutputRastercnt = vr_PathOutputFolder + vr_PrefixName + "_cnt" + vr_band0img
#print vr_OutputRastercnt
vr_Outnodataraster = vr_PathOutputFolder + vr_PrefixName + "_nodata" + vr_band0img
#print vr_Outnodataraster
vr_InputRaster = vr_PathInputFolder + li_rastername_band_1[vr_count]
#print vr_InputRaster
# Process: Single Output Map Algebra (2)...
vr_InExpression = "con( isnull(" + vr_InputRaster + "), 0, " + vr_InputRaster +")"
#print vr_InExpression
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gp.SingleOutputMapAlgebra_sa(vr_InExpression, vr_Outnodataraster, "")
vr_vat_table = vr_Outnodataraster + ".vat.dbf"
if gp.Exists(vr_vat_table):
vr_true_false = js_check_for_raster_with_only_zeros(vr_Outnodataraster)
if vr_true_false == 0:
#print "Image had only NoData values: skip image"
gp.Delete(vr_Outnodataraster)
else:
vr_InExpression = "con( (" + vr_Outnodataraster + " > 0 ) AND (" + vr_Outnodataraster + " < 65500 ), 1, 0)"
gp.SingleOutputMapAlgebra_sa(vr_InExpression, vr_OutputRastercnt, "")
vr_InExpression = "con("+ vr_OutputRastercnt + " == 1, " + vr_InputRaster + ", 0)"
gp.SingleOutputMapAlgebra_sa(vr_InExpression, vr_OutputRasterval, "")
except:
print "Error"
print gp.getmessage(2)
vr_count = vr_count - 1
js_remove_temp_ggg_grids_fromFolder(vr_origworkspace,vr_gggworkspace)
print vr_count
vr_count = vr_count + 1
js_time_dif(vr_start_time)
del gp
print "End of Script"
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Appendix F: A1 – Pre-processing MOD021KM – Create value and count rasters for
band 12
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------# A1_a2PreProcessingBandsToCreateValueAndCountRastersBand1.py
# Created on: 06/DEC/2010
# Author: John Stuiver
# Editted by: David Marcelis
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------import sys, string, os, time, arcgisscripting
def js_time_dif(vr_start_time):
vr_end_time = time.time()
vr_dif_in_time = vr_end_time - vr_start_time
print 'Computation time is seconds : %.2f' % (vr_dif_in_time)
def js_rastername_and_prefix(vr_PathOutputFolde,li_raster_band_0_output_val,vr_count_rasnr):
#return list of raster name and prefix
li_raster_prefix = []
vr_raster1 = li_raster_band_0_output_val[vr_count_rasnr]
vr_rasname1 = vr_raster1.replace(vr_PathOutputFolder,"")
vr_rasname1 = vr_raster1.replace(vr_PathOutputFolder,"")
li_Raster1NameParts = vr_rasname1.split("_")
vr_prefix1 = li_Raster1NameParts[0]
li_rastername.append(vr_raster1)
def js_make_list_of_raster_with_extension(vr_folder_path,vr_scrfolder_path,li_rasters,vr_bandext):
li_rastername_band_ext = []
gp.workspace = vr_folder_path
gp.scratchWorkspace = vr_scrfolder_path
# Create raster list band 1...
for vr_raster in li_rasters:
if vr_raster.find(vr_bandext) > 0:
print "Raster Band :" + vr_raster
li_rastername_band_ext.append(vr_raster)
return li_rastername_band_ext
def js_check_for_raster_with_only_zeros(vr_Outnodataraster):
vr_true_false = 1
obj_image_describe = gp.describe(vr_Outnodataraster)
vr_image_rows = obj_image_describe.Height
vr_image_cols = obj_image_describe.Width
vr_noofcells = vr_image_rows * vr_image_cols
print vr_noofcells
obj_rows = gp.searchcursor(vr_Outnodataraster,"","","VALUE; COUNT", "COUNT D")
obj_row = obj_rows.Next()
vr_value = obj_row.VALUE
vr_countcells = obj_row.COUNT
print vr_value
print vr_countcells
if vr_value == 0 and vr_countcells == vr_noofcells:
print "Image had only NoData values: skip image"
vr_true_false = 0
return vr_true_false
def js_remove_temp_ggg_grids_fromFolder(vr_origworkspace,vr_gggworkspace):
gp.workspace = vr_gggworkspace
li_rasters_ggg = gp.ListRasters("", "ALL")
print li_rasters_ggg
for vr_gg in li_rasters_ggg:
vr_gg_raster = vr_path + "\\" + vr_scr_folder + "\\" + vr_gg
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gp.Delete(vr_gg_raster)
gp.workspace = vr_origworkspace
def js_set_extent_and_cellsize(vr_path,vr_refrasterfolder,vr_refrasterimage):
vr_refraster = vr_path + "\\" + vr_refrasterfolder + "\\" + vr_refrasterimage
obj_image_describe = gp.describe(vr_refraster)
obj_extent = obj_image_describe.Extent
vr_xmin = obj_extent.xmin
vr_ymin = obj_extent.ymin
vr_xmax = obj_extent.xmax
vr_ymax = obj_extent.ymax
vr_extent_refraster = " " + str(vr_xmin) + " " + str(vr_ymin) + " " + str(vr_xmax) + " " + str(vr_ymax)
print vr_extent_refraster
gp.Extent = vr_extent_refraster
vr_image_cols = obj_image_describe.Width
print vr_image_cols
vr_cellsize = (vr_xmax - vr_xmin) / vr_image_cols
print vr_cellsize
gp.cellSize = str(vr_cellsize)
print 'starting ArcGIS'
# Create the Geoprocessor object for 9.3
vr_start_time = time.time()
js_time_dif(vr_start_time)
gp = arcgisscripting.create(9.3)
gp.SetProduct("ArcInfo")
gp.OverwriteOutput = 1 # extra statement to overwrite output !!
print "ArcGIS product loaded .."
js_time_dif(vr_start_time)
# Check out any necessary licenses
gp.CheckOutExtension("spatial")
# Load required toolboxes...
gp.AddToolbox("C:/Program Files/ArcGIS/ArcToolbox/Toolboxes/Spatial Analyst Tools.tbx")
gp.AddToolbox("C:/Program Files/ArcGIS/ArcToolbox/Toolboxes/Data Management Tools.tbx")
# Set the Geoprocessing environment...
gp.newPrecision = "DOUBLE"
gp.XYResolution = "0.0001 Meters"
gp.MTolerance = ""
gp.randomGenerator = "0 ACM599"
gp.outputCoordinateSystem =
"GEOGCS['GCS_WGS_1984',DATUM['D_WGS_1984',SPHEROID['WGS_1984',6378137.0,298.257223563]],PRIMEM['Gr
eenwich',0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.0174532925199433]]"
gp.snapRaster = ""
gp.projectCompare = "NONE"
gp.outputZFlag = "Disabled"
gp.qualifiedFieldNames = "true"
gp.extent = "DEFAULT"
gp.XYTolerance = "0.0001 Meters"
gp.cellSize = "MINOF"
gp.outputZValue = ""
gp.outputMFlag = "Disabled"
gp.geographicTransformations = "Amersfoort_To_ETRS_1989_4"
gp.ZResolution = ""
gp.mask = ""
gp.MResolution = ""
gp.derivedPrecision = "DOUBLE"
gp.ZTolerance = ""
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# Setup Workspaces
vr_path = "E:\\workspace"
vr_orig_folder = "MOD021KM_org"
vr_out_folder = vr_orig_folder.replace("org","avg")
gp.CreateFolder(vr_path,vr_out_folder)
gp.workspace = vr_path + "\\" + vr_out_folder
vr_scr_folder = vr_out_folder.replace("avg","scr")
gp.CreateFolder(vr_path,vr_scr_folder)
gp.scratchWorkspace = vr_path + "\\" + vr_scr_folder
gp.workspace = vr_path + "\\" + vr_orig_folder
li_rasters = gp.ListRasters("", "ALL")
vr_noofrasters = len(li_rasters)
print vr_noofrasters
#li_rastername_band_1 = []
vr_band1 = "_RefSB1.tif"
vr_bandnr = "_band1"
li_rastername_band_1 = js_make_list_of_raster_with_extension(vr_path,vr_orig_folder,li_rasters,vr_band1)
#print li_rastername_band_1
# Compute bitmap for band1
gp.workspace = vr_path + "\\" + vr_orig_folder
gp.scratchWorkspace = vr_path + "\\" + vr_scr_folder
vr_PathInputFolder = vr_path + "\\" + vr_orig_folder + "\\"
vr_band1_folder = vr_orig_folder + vr_bandnr
gp.CreateFolder(vr_path,vr_band1_folder)
vr_PathOutputFolder = vr_path + "\\" + vr_band1_folder + "\\"
print vr_PathOutputFolder
vr_band1img = vr_band1.replace(".tif", ".img")
#Determine extent and cellsize
vr_refrasterfolder = "reference_raster"
vr_refrasterimage = "ps_refraster_GCS_WGS.img"
js_set_extent_and_cellsize(vr_path,vr_refrasterfolder,vr_refrasterimage)
#set loop variables band1
print "**********************"
vr_count = 0
vr_noofraster = len(li_rastername_band_1)
vr_origworkspace = vr_path + "\\" + vr_orig_folder
vr_gggworkspace = vr_path + "\\" + vr_scr_folder
while vr_count <= vr_noofraster - 1:
#while vr_count <= 5 - 1:
gp.workspace = vr_origworkspace
vr_raster = li_rastername_band_1[vr_count]
li_RasterNameParts = vr_raster.split("_")
vr_PrefixName = li_RasterNameParts[0] + "_" + li_RasterNameParts[1] + "_" + li_RasterNameParts[2]
print vr_PrefixName
try:
vr_OutputRasterval = vr_PathOutputFolder + vr_PrefixName + "_val" + vr_band1img
#print vr_OutputRasterval
vr_OutputRastercnt = vr_PathOutputFolder + vr_PrefixName + "_cnt" + vr_band1img
#print vr_OutputRastercnt
vr_Outnodataraster = vr_PathOutputFolder + vr_PrefixName + "_nodata" + vr_band1img
#print vr_Outnodataraster
vr_InputRaster = vr_PathInputFolder + li_rastername_band_1[vr_count]
#print vr_InputRaster
# Process: Single Output Map Algebra (2)...
vr_InExpression = "con( isnull(" + vr_InputRaster + "), 0, " + vr_InputRaster +")"
#print vr_InExpression
gp.SingleOutputMapAlgebra_sa(vr_InExpression, vr_Outnodataraster, "")
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vr_vat_table = vr_Outnodataraster + ".vat.dbf"
if gp.Exists(vr_vat_table):
vr_true_false = js_check_for_raster_with_only_zeros(vr_Outnodataraster)
if vr_true_false == 0:
#print "Image had only NoData values: skip image"
gp.Delete(vr_Outnodataraster)
else:
vr_InExpression = "con( (" + vr_Outnodataraster + " > 0 ) AND (" + vr_Outnodataraster + " < 65500 ), 1, 0)"
gp.SingleOutputMapAlgebra_sa(vr_InExpression, vr_OutputRastercnt, "")
vr_InExpression = "con("+ vr_OutputRastercnt + " == 1, " + vr_InputRaster + ", 0)"
gp.SingleOutputMapAlgebra_sa(vr_InExpression, vr_OutputRasterval, "")
except:
print "Error"
print gp.getmessage(2)
vr_count = vr_count - 1
js_remove_temp_ggg_grids_fromFolder(vr_origworkspace,vr_gggworkspace)
print vr_count
vr_count = vr_count + 1
js_time_dif(vr_start_time)
del gp
print "End of Script"
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Appendix G: A1 – Pre-processing MOD021KM – Sum values and count rasters for
band 11
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------# a2SumValuesAndCountRastersPerDayPerBand0.py
# Created on: 6 dec 2010
# Author John Stuiver
# Editted by: David Marcelis
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------import sys, string, os, time, arcgisscripting
def js_time_dif(vr_start_time):
vr_end_time = time.time()
vr_dif_in_time = vr_end_time - vr_start_time
print 'Computation time is seconds : %.2f' % (vr_dif_in_time)
def js_rasterprefix(li_rasters,vr_count_rasnr):
#return list of raster name and prefix
vr_raster1 = li_rasters[vr_count_rasnr]
li_Raster1NameParts = vr_raster1.split("_")
vr_prefix = li_Raster1NameParts[0]
return vr_prefix
def js_make_list_of_raster_with_extension(vr_folder_path,vr_scrfolder_path,li_rasters,vr_bandext):
li_rastername_band_ext = []
gp.workspace = vr_folder_path
gp.scratchWorkspace = vr_scrfolder_path
# Create raster list band 0...
for vr_raster in li_rasters:
if vr_raster.find(vr_bandext) > 0:
print "Raster Band :" + vr_raster
li_rastername_band_ext.append(vr_raster)
return li_rastername_band_ext
def js_remove_temp_ggg_grids_fromFolder(vr_origworkspace,vr_gggworkspace):
gp.workspace = vr_gggworkspace
li_rasters_ggg = gp.ListRasters("", "ALL")
print li_rasters_ggg
for vr_gg in li_rasters_ggg:
vr_gg_raster = vr_path + "\\" + vr_scr_folder + "\\" + vr_gg
gp.Delete(vr_gg_raster)
gp.workspace = vr_origworkspace
print 'starting ArcGIS'
# Create the Geoprocessor object for 9.3
vr_start_time = time.time()
js_time_dif(vr_start_time)
gp = arcgisscripting.create(9.3)
gp.SetProduct("ArcInfo")
gp.OverwriteOutput = 1 # extra statement to overwrite output !!
print "ArcGIS product loaded .."
js_time_dif(vr_start_time)
# Check out any necessary licenses
gp.CheckOutExtension("spatial")
# Load required toolboxes...
gp.AddToolbox("C:/Program Files/ArcGIS/ArcToolbox/Toolboxes/Spatial Analyst Tools.tbx")
gp.AddToolbox("C:/Program Files/ArcGIS/ArcToolbox/Toolboxes/Data Management Tools.tbx")
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# Set the Geoprocessing environment...
gp.newPrecision = "DOUBLE"
gp.XYResolution = "0.0001 Meters"
gp.MTolerance = ""
gp.randomGenerator = "0 ACM599"
gp.outputCoordinateSystem =
"GEOGCS['GCS_WGS_1984',DATUM['D_WGS_1984',SPHEROID['WGS_1984',6378137.0,298.257223563]],PRIMEM['Gr
eenwich',0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.0174532925199433]]"
gp.snapRaster = ""
gp.projectCompare = "NONE"
gp.outputZFlag = "Disabled"
gp.qualifiedFieldNames = "true"
gp.extent = "DEFAULT"
gp.XYTolerance = "0.0001 Meters"
gp.cellSize = "MINOF"
gp.outputZValue = ""
gp.outputMFlag = "Disabled"
gp.geographicTransformations = "Amersfoort_To_ETRS_1989_4"
gp.ZResolution = ""
gp.mask = ""
gp.MResolution = ""
gp.derivedPrecision = "DOUBLE"
gp.ZTolerance = ""
# Setup Workspaces
vr_path = "E:\\workspace"
vr_orig_folder = "MOD021KM_org"
vr_band0 = "_band0"
vr_wsfolder_path0 = vr_path + "\\" + vr_orig_folder + vr_band0
print "Workspace = " + vr_wsfolder_path0
gp.workspace = vr_path + "\\" + vr_orig_folder + vr_band0
vr_scr_folder = vr_orig_folder.replace("org","scr")
gp.scratchWorkspace = vr_path + "\\" + vr_scr_folder
print vr_wsfolder_path0
li_rasters = gp.ListRasters("", "ALL")
vr_totnoofrasters = len(li_rasters)
print vr_totnoofrasters
vr_bandext = "val"
li_rastername_band_val = js_make_list_of_raster_with_extension(vr_wsfolder_path0,vr_scr_folder,li_rasters,vr_bandext)
vr_count_rasnr = 0
vr_noofrasters = len(li_rastername_band_val)
print vr_noofrasters
vr_prefix1 = js_rasterprefix(li_rastername_band_val,vr_count_rasnr)
li_image_add = []
li_image_add_comb = []
vr_raster = li_rastername_band_val[vr_count_rasnr]
li_image_add.append(vr_raster)
while vr_count_rasnr < vr_noofrasters:
vr_count_rasnr = vr_count_rasnr + 1
print str(vr_count_rasnr) + " " + str(vr_noofrasters)
if vr_count_rasnr < vr_noofrasters:
vr_prefix2 = js_rasterprefix(li_rastername_band_val,vr_count_rasnr)
if vr_prefix1 == vr_prefix2:
if vr_count_rasnr < vr_noofrasters:
vr_raster = li_rastername_band_val[vr_count_rasnr]
print vr_raster
li_image_add.append(vr_raster)
if vr_prefix1 <> vr_prefix2:
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li_image_add_comb.append(li_image_add)
if vr_count_rasnr < vr_noofrasters:
print li_image_add
vr_prefix1 = vr_prefix2
vr_raster = li_rastername_band_val[vr_count_rasnr]
li_image_add = []
li_image_add.append(vr_raster)
#li_image_add.append(vr_raster)
li_image_add_comb.append(li_image_add)
vr_noof_listimages = len(li_image_add)
print vr_noof_listimages
print li_image_add
vr_noof_listimages = len(li_image_add_comb)
print "total no of combination :" + str(vr_noof_listimages)
vr_out_folder = vr_orig_folder.replace("org","sum")
vr_out_folder_bando = vr_out_folder + vr_band0
vr_outfolder_path = vr_path + "\\" + vr_out_folder + vr_band0
print
print
print vr_outfolder_path
gp.CreateFolder(vr_path,vr_out_folder_bando)
vr_bando_img = vr_band0 + ".img"
for li_licombimages in li_image_add_comb:
#print li_licombimages
# make add expression
vr_count = 0
vr_image_add_count = len(li_licombimages)
print "vr_image_add_count " + str(vr_image_add_count)
vr_image = li_licombimages[vr_count]
vr_image_full = vr_wsfolder_path0 + "\\" + vr_image
vr_expression = vr_image_full
#print vr_expression
while vr_count < vr_image_add_count - 1:
vr_count = vr_count + 1
# print vr_count
vr_image = li_licombimages[vr_count]
vr_image_full = vr_wsfolder_path0 + "\\" + vr_image
vr_expression = vr_expression + " , " + vr_image_full
vr_Inexpression = "sum(" + vr_expression + ")"
print "Add expression is :"
print vr_Inexpression
vr_ras_prefix = js_rasterprefix(li_licombimages,vr_count)
#print vr_ras_prefix
vr_outsumraster = vr_outfolder_path + "\\" + vr_ras_prefix + "_sum_" + vr_bandext + vr_bando_img
gp.scratchWorkspace = vr_path + "\\" + vr_scr_folder
gp.SingleOutputMapAlgebra_sa(vr_Inexpression, vr_outsumraster, "")
vr_gggworkspace = vr_path + "\\" + vr_scr_folder
js_remove_temp_ggg_grids_fromFolder(vr_wsfolder_path0,vr_gggworkspace)
print
print
print "************************************"
vr_bandext = "cnt"
li_rastername_band_val = js_make_list_of_raster_with_extension(vr_wsfolder_path0,vr_scr_folder,li_rasters,vr_bandext)
vr_count_rasnr = 0
vr_noofrasters = len(li_rastername_band_val)
print vr_noofrasters
vr_prefix1 = js_rasterprefix(li_rastername_band_val,vr_count_rasnr)
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li_image_add = []
li_image_add_comb = []
vr_raster = li_rastername_band_val[vr_count_rasnr]
li_image_add.append(vr_raster)
while vr_count_rasnr < vr_noofrasters:
vr_count_rasnr = vr_count_rasnr + 1
print str(vr_count_rasnr) + " " + str(vr_noofrasters)
if vr_count_rasnr < vr_noofrasters:
vr_prefix2 = js_rasterprefix(li_rastername_band_val,vr_count_rasnr)
if vr_prefix1 == vr_prefix2:
if vr_count_rasnr < vr_noofrasters:
vr_raster = li_rastername_band_val[vr_count_rasnr]
print vr_raster
li_image_add.append(vr_raster)
if vr_prefix1 <> vr_prefix2:
li_image_add_comb.append(li_image_add)
if vr_count_rasnr < vr_noofrasters:
print li_image_add
vr_prefix1 = vr_prefix2
vr_raster = li_rastername_band_val[vr_count_rasnr]
li_image_add = []
li_image_add.append(vr_raster)
#li_image_add.append(vr_raster)
li_image_add_comb.append(li_image_add)
vr_noof_listimages = len(li_image_add)
print vr_noof_listimages
print li_image_add
vr_noof_listimages = len(li_image_add_comb)
print "total no of combination :" + str(vr_noof_listimages)
vr_out_folder = vr_orig_folder.replace("org","sum")
vr_out_folder_bando = vr_out_folder + vr_band0
vr_outfolder_path = vr_path + "\\" + vr_out_folder + vr_band0
print
print
print vr_outfolder_path
gp.CreateFolder(vr_path,vr_out_folder_bando)
vr_bando_img = vr_band0 + ".img"
for li_licombimages in li_image_add_comb:
#print li_licombimages
# make add expression
vr_count = 0
vr_image_add_count = len(li_licombimages)
print "vr_image_add_count " + str(vr_image_add_count)
vr_image = li_licombimages[vr_count]
vr_image_full = vr_wsfolder_path0 + "\\" + vr_image
vr_expression = vr_image_full
#print vr_expression
while vr_count < vr_image_add_count - 1:
vr_count = vr_count + 1
# print vr_count
vr_image = li_licombimages[vr_count]
vr_image_full = vr_wsfolder_path0 + "\\" + vr_image
vr_expression = vr_expression + " , " + vr_image_full
vr_Inexpression = "sum(" + vr_expression + ")"
print "Add expression is :"
print vr_Inexpression
vr_ras_prefix = js_rasterprefix(li_licombimages,vr_count)
#print vr_ras_prefix
vr_outsumraster = vr_outfolder_path + "\\" + vr_ras_prefix + "_sum_" + vr_bandext + vr_bando_img
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gp.scratchWorkspace = vr_path + "\\" + vr_scr_folder
gp.SingleOutputMapAlgebra_sa(vr_Inexpression, vr_outsumraster, "")
vr_ggg_workspace = vr_path + "\\" + vr_scr_folder
js_remove_temp_ggg_grids_fromFolder(vr_wsfolder_path0,vr_gggworkspace)
del gp
js_time_dif(vr_start_time)
print "End of Script"
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Appendix H: A1 – Pre-processing MOD021KM – Sum values and count rasters for
band 12
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------# a2SumValuesAndCountRastersPerDayPerBand1.py
# Created on: 6 dec 2010
# Author John Stuiver
# Editted by: David Marcelis
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------import sys, string, os, time, arcgisscripting
def js_time_dif(vr_start_time):
vr_end_time = time.time()
vr_dif_in_time = vr_end_time - vr_start_time
print 'Computation time is seconds : %.2f' % (vr_dif_in_time)
def js_rasterprefix(li_rasters,vr_count_rasnr):
#return list of raster name and prefix
vr_raster1 = li_rasters[vr_count_rasnr]
li_Raster1NameParts = vr_raster1.split("_")
vr_prefix = li_Raster1NameParts[0]
return vr_prefix
def js_make_list_of_raster_with_extension(vr_folder_path,vr_scrfolder_path,li_rasters,vr_bandext):
li_rastername_band_ext = []
gp.workspace = vr_folder_path
gp.scratchWorkspace = vr_scrfolder_path
# Create raster list band 0...
for vr_raster in li_rasters:
if vr_raster.find(vr_bandext) > 0:
print "Raster Band :" + vr_raster
li_rastername_band_ext.append(vr_raster)
return li_rastername_band_ext
def js_remove_temp_ggg_grids_fromFolder(vr_origworkspace,vr_gggworkspace):
gp.workspace = vr_gggworkspace
li_rasters_ggg = gp.ListRasters("", "ALL")
print li_rasters_ggg
for vr_gg in li_rasters_ggg:
vr_gg_raster = vr_path + "\\" + vr_scr_folder + "\\" + vr_gg
gp.Delete(vr_gg_raster)
gp.workspace = vr_origworkspace

print 'starting ArcGIS'
# Create the Geoprocessor object for 9.3
vr_start_time = time.time()
js_time_dif(vr_start_time)
gp = arcgisscripting.create(9.3)
gp.SetProduct("ArcInfo")
gp.OverwriteOutput = 1 # extra statement to overwrite output !!
print "ArcGIS product loaded .."
js_time_dif(vr_start_time)
# Check out any necessary licenses
gp.CheckOutExtension("spatial")
# Load required toolboxes...
gp.AddToolbox("C:/Program Files/ArcGIS/ArcToolbox/Toolboxes/Spatial Analyst Tools.tbx")
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gp.AddToolbox("C:/Program Files/ArcGIS/ArcToolbox/Toolboxes/Data Management Tools.tbx")
# Set the Geoprocessing environment...
gp.newPrecision = "DOUBLE"
gp.XYResolution = "0.0001 Meters"
gp.MTolerance = ""
gp.randomGenerator = "0 ACM599"
gp.outputCoordinateSystem =
"GEOGCS['GCS_WGS_1984',DATUM['D_WGS_1984',SPHEROID['WGS_1984',6378137.0,298.257223563]],PRIMEM['Gr
eenwich',0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.0174532925199433]]"
gp.snapRaster = ""
gp.projectCompare = "NONE"
gp.outputZFlag = "Disabled"
gp.qualifiedFieldNames = "true"
gp.extent = "DEFAULT"
gp.XYTolerance = "0.0001 Meters"
gp.cellSize = "MINOF"
gp.outputZValue = ""
gp.outputMFlag = "Disabled"
gp.geographicTransformations = "Amersfoort_To_ETRS_1989_4"
gp.ZResolution = ""
gp.mask = ""
gp.MResolution = ""
gp.derivedPrecision = "DOUBLE"
gp.ZTolerance = ""
# Setup Workspaces
vr_path = "E:\\workspace"
vr_orig_folder = "MOD021KM_org"
vr_band0 = "_band1"
vr_wsfolder_path0 = vr_path + "\\" + vr_orig_folder + vr_band0
print "Workspace = " + vr_wsfolder_path0
gp.workspace = vr_path + "\\" + vr_orig_folder + vr_band0
vr_scr_folder = vr_orig_folder.replace("org","scr")
gp.scratchWorkspace = vr_path + "\\" + vr_scr_folder
print vr_wsfolder_path0
li_rasters = gp.ListRasters("", "ALL")
vr_totnoofrasters = len(li_rasters)
print vr_totnoofrasters

vr_bandext = "val"
li_rastername_band_val = js_make_list_of_raster_with_extension(vr_wsfolder_path0,vr_scr_folder,li_rasters,vr_bandext)
vr_count_rasnr = 0
vr_noofrasters = len(li_rastername_band_val)
print vr_noofrasters
vr_prefix1 = js_rasterprefix(li_rastername_band_val,vr_count_rasnr)
li_image_add = []
li_image_add_comb = []
vr_raster = li_rastername_band_val[vr_count_rasnr]
li_image_add.append(vr_raster)
while vr_count_rasnr < vr_noofrasters:
vr_count_rasnr = vr_count_rasnr + 1
print str(vr_count_rasnr) + " " + str(vr_noofrasters)
if vr_count_rasnr < vr_noofrasters:
vr_prefix2 = js_rasterprefix(li_rastername_band_val,vr_count_rasnr)
if vr_prefix1 == vr_prefix2:
if vr_count_rasnr < vr_noofrasters:
vr_raster = li_rastername_band_val[vr_count_rasnr]
print vr_raster
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li_image_add.append(vr_raster)
if vr_prefix1 <> vr_prefix2:
li_image_add_comb.append(li_image_add)
if vr_count_rasnr < vr_noofrasters:
print li_image_add
vr_prefix1 = vr_prefix2
vr_raster = li_rastername_band_val[vr_count_rasnr]
li_image_add = []
li_image_add.append(vr_raster)
#li_image_add.append(vr_raster)
li_image_add_comb.append(li_image_add)
vr_noof_listimages = len(li_image_add)
print vr_noof_listimages
print li_image_add
vr_noof_listimages = len(li_image_add_comb)
print "total no of combination :" + str(vr_noof_listimages)
vr_out_folder = vr_orig_folder.replace("org","sum")
vr_out_folder_bando = vr_out_folder + vr_band0
vr_outfolder_path = vr_path + "\\" + vr_out_folder + vr_band0
print
print
print vr_outfolder_path
gp.CreateFolder(vr_path,vr_out_folder_bando)
vr_bando_img = vr_band0 + ".img"
for li_licombimages in li_image_add_comb:
#print li_licombimages
# make add expression
vr_count = 0
vr_image_add_count = len(li_licombimages)
print "vr_image_add_count " + str(vr_image_add_count)
vr_image = li_licombimages[vr_count]
vr_image_full = vr_wsfolder_path0 + "\\" + vr_image
vr_expression = vr_image_full
#print vr_expression
while vr_count < vr_image_add_count - 1:
vr_count = vr_count + 1
# print vr_count
vr_image = li_licombimages[vr_count]
vr_image_full = vr_wsfolder_path0 + "\\" + vr_image
vr_expression = vr_expression + " , " + vr_image_full
vr_Inexpression = "sum(" + vr_expression + ")"
print "Add expression is :"
print vr_Inexpression
vr_ras_prefix = js_rasterprefix(li_licombimages,vr_count)
#print vr_ras_prefix
vr_outsumraster = vr_outfolder_path + "\\" + vr_ras_prefix + "_sum_" + vr_bandext + vr_bando_img
gp.scratchWorkspace = vr_path + "\\" + vr_scr_folder
gp.SingleOutputMapAlgebra_sa(vr_Inexpression, vr_outsumraster, "")
vr_gggworkspace = vr_path + "\\" + vr_scr_folder
js_remove_temp_ggg_grids_fromFolder(vr_wsfolder_path0,vr_gggworkspace)
print
print
print "************************************"
vr_bandext = "cnt"
li_rastername_band_val = js_make_list_of_raster_with_extension(vr_wsfolder_path0,vr_scr_folder,li_rasters,vr_bandext)
vr_count_rasnr = 0
vr_noofrasters = len(li_rastername_band_val)
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print vr_noofrasters
vr_prefix1 = js_rasterprefix(li_rastername_band_val,vr_count_rasnr)
li_image_add = []
li_image_add_comb = []
vr_raster = li_rastername_band_val[vr_count_rasnr]
li_image_add.append(vr_raster)
while vr_count_rasnr < vr_noofrasters:
vr_count_rasnr = vr_count_rasnr + 1
print str(vr_count_rasnr) + " " + str(vr_noofrasters)
if vr_count_rasnr < vr_noofrasters:
vr_prefix2 = js_rasterprefix(li_rastername_band_val,vr_count_rasnr)
if vr_prefix1 == vr_prefix2:
if vr_count_rasnr < vr_noofrasters:
vr_raster = li_rastername_band_val[vr_count_rasnr]
print vr_raster
li_image_add.append(vr_raster)
if vr_prefix1 <> vr_prefix2:
li_image_add_comb.append(li_image_add)
if vr_count_rasnr < vr_noofrasters:
print li_image_add
vr_prefix1 = vr_prefix2
vr_raster = li_rastername_band_val[vr_count_rasnr]
li_image_add = []
li_image_add.append(vr_raster)
#li_image_add.append(vr_raster)
li_image_add_comb.append(li_image_add)
vr_noof_listimages = len(li_image_add)
print vr_noof_listimages
print li_image_add
vr_noof_listimages = len(li_image_add_comb)
print "total no of combination :" + str(vr_noof_listimages)
vr_out_folder = vr_orig_folder.replace("org","sum")
vr_out_folder_bando = vr_out_folder + vr_band0
vr_outfolder_path = vr_path + "\\" + vr_out_folder + vr_band0
print
print
print vr_outfolder_path
gp.CreateFolder(vr_path,vr_out_folder_bando)
vr_bando_img = vr_band0 + ".img"
for li_licombimages in li_image_add_comb:
#print li_licombimages
# make add expression
vr_count = 0
vr_image_add_count = len(li_licombimages)
print "vr_image_add_count " + str(vr_image_add_count)
vr_image = li_licombimages[vr_count]
vr_image_full = vr_wsfolder_path0 + "\\" + vr_image
vr_expression = vr_image_full
#print vr_expression
while vr_count < vr_image_add_count - 1:
vr_count = vr_count + 1
# print vr_count
vr_image = li_licombimages[vr_count]
vr_image_full = vr_wsfolder_path0 + "\\" + vr_image
vr_expression = vr_expression + " , " + vr_image_full
vr_Inexpression = "sum(" + vr_expression + ")"
print "Add expression is :"
print vr_Inexpression
vr_ras_prefix = js_rasterprefix(li_licombimages,vr_count)
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#print vr_ras_prefix
vr_outsumraster = vr_outfolder_path + "\\" + vr_ras_prefix + "_sum_" + vr_bandext + vr_bando_img
gp.scratchWorkspace = vr_path + "\\" + vr_scr_folder
gp.SingleOutputMapAlgebra_sa(vr_Inexpression, vr_outsumraster, "")
vr_ggg_workspace = vr_path + "\\" + vr_scr_folder
js_remove_temp_ggg_grids_fromFolder(vr_wsfolder_path0,vr_gggworkspace)

del gp
js_time_dif(vr_start_time)
print "End of Script"
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Appendix I: A1 – Pre-processing MOD021KM – Compute daily averages for band
11
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------# a2ComputeAvgCellValuePerDayPerBand0.py
# Created on: 6 dec 2010
# Author john Stuiver
# Editted by: David Marcelis
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------import sys, string, os, time, arcgisscripting
def js_time_dif(vr_start_time):
vr_end_time = time.time()
vr_dif_in_time = vr_end_time - vr_start_time
print 'Computation time is seconds : %.2f' % (vr_dif_in_time)
def js_rasterprefix(li_rasters,vr_count_rasnr):
#return list of raster name and prefix
vr_raster1 = li_rasters[vr_count_rasnr]
li_Raster1NameParts = vr_raster1.split("_")
vr_prefix = li_Raster1NameParts[0]
return vr_prefix
def js_make_list_of_raster_with_extension(vr_folder_path,vr_scrfolder_path,li_rasters,vr_bandext):
li_rastername_band_ext = []
gp.workspace = vr_folder_path
gp.scratchWorkspace = vr_scrfolder_path
# Create raster list band 0...
for vr_raster in li_rasters:
if vr_raster.find(vr_bandext) > 0:
print "Raster Band :" + vr_raster
li_rastername_band_ext.append(vr_raster)
return li_rastername_band_ext
def js_remove_temp_ggg_grids_fromFolder(vr_origworkspace,vr_gggworkspace):
gp.workspace = vr_gggworkspace
li_rasters_ggg = gp.ListRasters("", "ALL")
print li_rasters_ggg
for vr_gg in li_rasters_ggg:
vr_gg_raster = vr_path + "\\" + vr_scr_folder + "\\" + vr_gg
gp.Delete(vr_gg_raster)
gp.workspace = vr_origworkspace
print 'starting ArcGIS'
# Create the Geoprocessor object for 9.3
vr_start_time = time.time()
js_time_dif(vr_start_time)
gp = arcgisscripting.create(9.3)
gp.SetProduct("ArcInfo")
gp.OverwriteOutput = 1 # extra statement to overwrite output !!
print "ArcGIS product loaded .."
js_time_dif(vr_start_time)
# Check out any necessary licenses
gp.CheckOutExtension("spatial")
# Load required toolboxes...
gp.AddToolbox("C:/Program Files/ArcGIS/ArcToolbox/Toolboxes/Spatial Analyst Tools.tbx")
gp.AddToolbox("C:/Program Files/ArcGIS/ArcToolbox/Toolboxes/Data Management Tools.tbx")
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# Set the Geoprocessing environment...
gp.newPrecision = "DOUBLE"
gp.XYResolution = "0.0001 Meters"
gp.MTolerance = ""
gp.randomGenerator = "0 ACM599"
gp.outputCoordinateSystem =
"GEOGCS['GCS_WGS_1984',DATUM['D_WGS_1984',SPHEROID['WGS_1984',6378137.0,298.257223563]],PRIMEM['Gr
eenwich',0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.0174532925199433]]"
gp.snapRaster = ""
gp.projectCompare = "NONE"
gp.outputZFlag = "Disabled"
gp.qualifiedFieldNames = "true"
gp.extent = "DEFAULT"
gp.XYTolerance = "0.0001 Meters"
gp.cellSize = "MINOF"
gp.outputZValue = ""
gp.outputMFlag = "Disabled"
gp.geographicTransformations = "Amersfoort_To_ETRS_1989_4"
gp.ZResolution = ""
gp.mask = ""
gp.MResolution = ""
gp.derivedPrecision = "DOUBLE"
gp.ZTolerance = ""
# Setup Workspaces
vr_path = "E:\\workspace"
vr_orig_folder = "MOD021KM_org"
vr_scr_folder = vr_orig_folder.replace("org","scr")
print vr_scr_folder
vr_scrpath = vr_path + "\\" + vr_scr_folder
print vr_scrpath
gp.scratchWorkspace = vr_scrpath
print gp.scratchWorkspace
#*******
vr_sum_folder = vr_orig_folder.replace("org","sum")
vr_band0 = "_band0"
vr_wsfolder_path = vr_path + "\\" + vr_sum_folder + vr_band0
gp.workspace = vr_wsfolder_path
vr_avg_folder1 = vr_orig_folder.replace("org","avg")
#vr_band0 = "_band0"
vr_avg_folder = vr_avg_folder1 + vr_band0
print vr_avg_folder
vr_avg_path = vr_path + "\\" + vr_avg_folder
print vr_avg_path
gp.CreateFolder(vr_path,vr_avg_folder)
print vr_wsfolder_path
li_rasters = gp.ListRasters("", "ALL")
vr_totnoofrasters = len(li_rasters)
print vr_totnoofrasters
vr_bandext = "val"
li_rastername_band_val = js_make_list_of_raster_with_extension(vr_wsfolder_path,vr_scr_folder,li_rasters,vr_bandext)
vr_bandext = "cnt"
li_rastername_band_cnt = js_make_list_of_raster_with_extension(vr_wsfolder_path,vr_scr_folder,li_rasters,vr_bandext)
vr_count_rasnr = -1
vr_noofrasters = len(li_rastername_band_val)
print vr_noofrasters
vr_prefix1 = js_rasterprefix(li_rastername_band_val,vr_count_rasnr)
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vr_raster = li_rastername_band_val[vr_count_rasnr]
gp.workspace = vr_scrpath
gp.scratchWorkspace = vr_scrpath
while vr_count_rasnr < vr_noofrasters - 1:
vr_count_rasnr = vr_count_rasnr + 1
print str(vr_count_rasnr) + " " + str(vr_noofrasters)
vr_raster_val = vr_wsfolder_path + "\\" + li_rastername_band_val[vr_count_rasnr]
#print vr_raster_val
vr_raster_cnt = vr_wsfolder_path + "\\" + li_rastername_band_cnt[vr_count_rasnr]
#print vr_raster_cnt
vr_prefix1 = js_rasterprefix(li_rastername_band_val,vr_count_rasnr)
vr_raster_out = vr_avg_path + "\\" + vr_prefix1 + "_avg_" + vr_band0 + ".img"
#print vr_raster_out
vr_InExpression = "( " + vr_raster_val + " / " + vr_raster_cnt + ")"
#print vr_InExpression
gp.SingleOutputMapAlgebra_sa(vr_InExpression, vr_raster_out, "")
js_remove_temp_ggg_grids_fromFolder(vr_wsfolder_path,vr_scrpath)
del gp
js_time_dif(vr_start_time)
print "End of Script"
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Appendix J: A1 – Pre-processing MOD021KM – Compute daily averages for band
12
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------# a2ComputeAvgCellValuePerDayPerBand1.py
# Created on: 6 dec 2010
# Author john Stuiver
# Editted by: David Marcelis
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------import sys, string, os, time, arcgisscripting
def js_time_dif(vr_start_time):
vr_end_time = time.time()
vr_dif_in_time = vr_end_time - vr_start_time
print 'Computation time is seconds : %.2f' % (vr_dif_in_time)
def js_rasterprefix(li_rasters,vr_count_rasnr):
#return list of raster name and prefix
vr_raster1 = li_rasters[vr_count_rasnr]
li_Raster1NameParts = vr_raster1.split("_")
vr_prefix = li_Raster1NameParts[0]
return vr_prefix
def js_make_list_of_raster_with_extension(vr_folder_path,vr_scrfolder_path,li_rasters,vr_bandext):
li_rastername_band_ext = []
gp.workspace = vr_folder_path
gp.scratchWorkspace = vr_scrfolder_path
# Create raster list band 0...
for vr_raster in li_rasters:
if vr_raster.find(vr_bandext) > 0:
print "Raster Band :" + vr_raster
li_rastername_band_ext.append(vr_raster)
return li_rastername_band_ext
def js_remove_temp_ggg_grids_fromFolder(vr_origworkspace,vr_gggworkspace):
gp.workspace = vr_gggworkspace
li_rasters_ggg = gp.ListRasters("", "ALL")
print li_rasters_ggg
for vr_gg in li_rasters_ggg:
vr_gg_raster = vr_path + "\\" + vr_scr_folder + "\\" + vr_gg
gp.Delete(vr_gg_raster)
gp.workspace = vr_origworkspace

print 'starting ArcGIS'
# Create the Geoprocessor object for 9.3
vr_start_time = time.time()
js_time_dif(vr_start_time)
gp = arcgisscripting.create(9.3)
gp.SetProduct("ArcInfo")
gp.OverwriteOutput = 1 # extra statement to overwrite output !!
print "ArcGIS product loaded .."
js_time_dif(vr_start_time)
# Check out any necessary licenses
gp.CheckOutExtension("spatial")
# Load required toolboxes...
gp.AddToolbox("C:/Program Files/ArcGIS/ArcToolbox/Toolboxes/Spatial Analyst Tools.tbx")
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gp.AddToolbox("C:/Program Files/ArcGIS/ArcToolbox/Toolboxes/Data Management Tools.tbx")
# Set the Geoprocessing environment...
gp.newPrecision = "DOUBLE"
gp.XYResolution = "0.0001 Meters"
gp.MTolerance = ""
gp.randomGenerator = "0 ACM599"
gp.outputCoordinateSystem =
"GEOGCS['GCS_WGS_1984',DATUM['D_WGS_1984',SPHEROID['WGS_1984',6378137.0,298.257223563]],PRIMEM['Gr
eenwich',0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.0174532925199433]]"
gp.snapRaster = ""
gp.projectCompare = "NONE"
gp.outputZFlag = "Disabled"
gp.qualifiedFieldNames = "true"
gp.extent = "DEFAULT"
gp.XYTolerance = "0.0001 Meters"
gp.cellSize = "MINOF"
gp.outputZValue = ""
gp.outputMFlag = "Disabled"
gp.geographicTransformations = "Amersfoort_To_ETRS_1989_4"
gp.ZResolution = ""
gp.mask = ""
gp.MResolution = ""
gp.derivedPrecision = "DOUBLE"
gp.ZTolerance = ""
# Setup Workspaces
vr_path = "E:\\workspace"
vr_orig_folder = "MOD021KM_org"
vr_scr_folder = vr_orig_folder.replace("org","scr")
print vr_scr_folder
vr_scrpath = vr_path + "\\" + vr_scr_folder
print vr_scrpath
gp.scratchWorkspace = vr_scrpath
print gp.scratchWorkspace
#*******
vr_sum_folder = vr_orig_folder.replace("org","sum")
vr_band0 = "_band1"
vr_wsfolder_path = vr_path + "\\" + vr_sum_folder + vr_band0
gp.workspace = vr_wsfolder_path
vr_avg_folder1 = vr_orig_folder.replace("org","avg")
#vr_band0 = "_band0"
vr_avg_folder = vr_avg_folder1 + vr_band0
print vr_avg_folder
vr_avg_path = vr_path + "\\" + vr_avg_folder
print vr_avg_path
gp.CreateFolder(vr_path,vr_avg_folder)
print vr_wsfolder_path
li_rasters = gp.ListRasters("", "ALL")
vr_totnoofrasters = len(li_rasters)
print vr_totnoofrasters
vr_bandext = "val"
li_rastername_band_val = js_make_list_of_raster_with_extension(vr_wsfolder_path,vr_scr_folder,li_rasters,vr_bandext)
vr_bandext = "cnt"
li_rastername_band_cnt = js_make_list_of_raster_with_extension(vr_wsfolder_path,vr_scr_folder,li_rasters,vr_bandext)
vr_count_rasnr = -1
vr_noofrasters = len(li_rastername_band_val)
print vr_noofrasters
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vr_prefix1 = js_rasterprefix(li_rastername_band_val,vr_count_rasnr)
vr_raster = li_rastername_band_val[vr_count_rasnr]
gp.workspace = vr_scrpath
gp.scratchWorkspace = vr_scrpath
while vr_count_rasnr < vr_noofrasters - 1:
vr_count_rasnr = vr_count_rasnr + 1
print str(vr_count_rasnr) + " " + str(vr_noofrasters)
vr_raster_val = vr_wsfolder_path + "\\" + li_rastername_band_val[vr_count_rasnr]
#print vr_raster_val
vr_raster_cnt = vr_wsfolder_path + "\\" + li_rastername_band_cnt[vr_count_rasnr]
#print vr_raster_cnt
vr_prefix1 = js_rasterprefix(li_rastername_band_val,vr_count_rasnr)
vr_raster_out = vr_avg_path + "\\" + vr_prefix1 + "_avg_" + vr_band0 + ".img"
#print vr_raster_out
vr_InExpression = "( " + vr_raster_val + " / " + vr_raster_cnt + ")"
#print vr_InExpression
gp.SingleOutputMapAlgebra_sa(vr_InExpression, vr_raster_out, "")
js_remove_temp_ggg_grids_fromFolder(vr_wsfolder_path,vr_scrpath)
del gp
js_time_dif(vr_start_time)
print "End of Script"
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Appendix K: A2 – Pre-processing MOD021KM – Geocorrection
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------# A2_MOD021KM_geocorrect.py
# Created on: 12/JAN/2011
# Author: David Marcelis
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------# Import system modules
import sys, string, os, arcgisscripting
# Create the Geoprocessor object
gp = arcgisscripting.create(9.3)
gp.OverwriteOutput = 1
# Check out any necessary licenses
gp.CheckOutExtension("spatial")
# Load required toolboxes...
gp.AddToolbox("C:/Program Files/ArcGIS/ArcToolbox/Toolboxes/Data Management Tools.tbx")
# Set up workspace
root = 'E:\\workspace'
fl_orgbnd11 = 'MOD021KM_avg_band11'
fl_orgbnd12 = 'MOD021KM_avg_band12'
fl_scr = 'scratch'
fl_finbnd11 = 'MOD021KM_avg_band11_prepr'
fl_finbnd12 = 'MOD021KM_avg_band12_prepr'
gp.CreateFolder_management(root, fl_scr)
gp.CreateFolder_management(root, fl_finbnd11)
gp.CreateFolder_management(root, fl_finbnd12)
gp.workspace = root + "\\" + fl_orgbnd11
li_orgbnd11 = gp.ListRasters("", "IMG")
gp.workspace = root + "\\" + fl_orgbnd12
li_orgbnd12 = gp.ListRasters("", "IMG")
# Set counter
i=0
j=0
# Geocorrect band 11
while i < len(li_orgbnd11):
# Define variables
vr_org = root + "\\" + fl_orgbnd11 + "\\" + li_orgbnd11[i]
vr_part = li_orgbnd11[i].split("_")
vr_extent = root + "\\" + "extent" + "\\" + "extent_WGS84_UTM_31N.shp"
vr_reproject = root + "\\" + fl_scr + "\\" + "vr_reproject.img"
vr_shift = root + "\\" + fl_scr + "\\" + "vr_shift.img"
vr_blck = root + "\\" + fl_scr + "\\" + "vr_blck.img"
vr_fin = root + "\\" + fl_finbnd11 + "\\" + vr_part[0] + ".img"
# Process: Re-project raster to UTM zone 31N with datum WGS84
gp.ProjectRaster_management(vr_org, vr_reproject,
"PROJCS['WGS_1984_UTM_Zone_31N',GEOGCS['GCS_WGS_1984',DATUM['D_WGS_1984',SPHEROID['WGS_1984',6
378137.0,298.257223563]],PRIMEM['Greenwich',0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.0174532925199433]],PROJECTION['Transverse_Me
rcator'],PARAMETER['False_Easting',500000.0],PARAMETER['False_Northing',0.0],PARAMETER['Central_Meridian',3.0]
,PARAMETER['Scale_Factor',0.9996],PARAMETER['Latitude_Of_Origin',0.0],UNIT['Meter',1.0]]", "NEAREST",
"231.656358", "", "", "PROJCS['Sinusoidal',GEOGCS['Unknown datum based upon the custom spheroid',DATUM['D_Not
specified [based on custom
spheroid]',SPHEROID['Custom_spheroid',6371007.181,0.0]],PRIMEM['Greenwich',0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.0174532925199433
]],PROJECTION['Sinusoidal'],PARAMETER['false_easting',0.0],PARAMETER['false_northing',0.0],PARAMETER['longitud
e_of_center',0.0],UNIT['Meter',1.0]]")
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# Process: Make shift 1200 metres westwards and 1600 metres northwards
gp.Shift_management(vr_reproject, vr_shift, "-1200", "1600", "")
# Process: Block statistics according to MOD17A2 rasters
tempEnvironment = gp.extent
gp.extent = "668638.692506995 5752527.74156123 720529.716754995 5833144.15423223"
gp.BlockStatistics_sa(vr_shift, vr_blck, "Rectangle 4 4 CELL", "MEAN", "DATA")
gp.extent = tempEnvironment
# Process: Resample according to MOD17A2 rasters
gp.Resample_management(vr_blck, vr_fin, "926.625433", "NEAREST")
print li_orgbnd11[i] + " done"
i += 1
# Geocorrect band 12
while j < len(li_orgbnd12):
# Define variables
vr_org = root + "\\" + fl_orgbnd12 + "\\" + li_orgbnd12[j]
vr_part = li_orgbnd12[j].split("_")
vr_extent = root + "\\" + "extent" + "\\" + "extent_WGS84_UTM_31N.shp"
vr_reproject = root + "\\" + fl_scr + "\\" + "vr_reproject.img"
vr_shift = root + "\\" + fl_scr + "\\" + "vr_shift.img"
vr_blck = root + "\\" + fl_scr + "\\" + "vr_blck.img"
vr_fin = root + "\\" + fl_finbnd12 + "\\" + vr_part[0] + ".img"
# Process: Re-project raster to UTM zone 31N with datum WGS84
gp.ProjectRaster_management(vr_org, vr_reproject,
"PROJCS['WGS_1984_UTM_Zone_31N',GEOGCS['GCS_WGS_1984',DATUM['D_WGS_1984',SPHEROID['WGS_1984',6
378137.0,298.257223563]],PRIMEM['Greenwich',0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.0174532925199433]],PROJECTION['Transverse_Me
rcator'],PARAMETER['False_Easting',500000.0],PARAMETER['False_Northing',0.0],PARAMETER['Central_Meridian',3.0]
,PARAMETER['Scale_Factor',0.9996],PARAMETER['Latitude_Of_Origin',0.0],UNIT['Meter',1.0]]", "NEAREST",
"231.656358", "", "", "PROJCS['Sinusoidal',GEOGCS['Unknown datum based upon the custom spheroid',DATUM['D_Not
specified [based on custom
spheroid]',SPHEROID['Custom_spheroid',6371007.181,0.0]],PRIMEM['Greenwich',0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.0174532925199433
]],PROJECTION['Sinusoidal'],PARAMETER['false_easting',0.0],PARAMETER['false_northing',0.0],PARAMETER['longitud
e_of_center',0.0],UNIT['Meter',1.0]]")
# Process: Make shift 1200 metres westwards and 1600 metres northwards
gp.Shift_management(vr_reproject, vr_shift, "-1200", "1600", "")
# Process: Block statistics according to MOD17A2 rasters
tempEnvironment = gp.extent
gp.extent = "668638.692506995 5752527.74156123 720529.716754995 5833144.15423223"
gp.BlockStatistics_sa(vr_shift, vr_blck, "Rectangle 4 4 CELL", "MEAN", "DATA")
gp.extent = tempEnvironment
# Process: Resample according to MOD17A2 rasters
gp.Resample_management(vr_blck, vr_fin, "926.625433", "NEAREST")
print li_orgbnd12[j] + " done"
j += 1
# Process: Delete intermediate files
gp.Delete_management(vr_reproject, "")
gp.Delete_management(vr_shift, "")
gp.Delete_management(vr_blck, "")
print "End of script"
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Appendix L: A3 – Compute PRI
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------# A3_PRI.py
# Created on: 12/JAN/2011
# Author: David Marcelis
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------# Import system modules
import sys, string, os, arcgisscripting
# Create the Geoprocessor object
gp = arcgisscripting.create(9.3)
gp.OverwriteOutput = 1
# Check out any necessary licenses
gp.CheckOutExtension("spatial")
# Load required toolboxes...
gp.AddToolbox("C:/Program Files/ArcGIS/ArcToolbox/Toolboxes/Spatial Analyst Tools.tbx")
gp.AddToolbox("C:/Program Files/ArcGIS/ArcToolbox/Toolboxes/Data Management Tools.tbx")
# Set up workspace
root = 'E:\\workspace'
fl_bnd11 = 'MOD021KM_avg_band11_prepr'
fl_bnd12 = 'MOD021KM_avg_band12_prepr'
fl_scr = 'scratch'
fl_PRI = 'PRI'
gp.CreateFolder_management(root, fl_scr)
gp.CreateFolder_management(root, fl_PRI)
gp.workspace = root + "\\" + fl_bnd11
li_bnd11 = gp.ListRasters("", "IMG")
# Set counter
i=0
while i < len(li_bnd11):
vr_bnd11 = root + "\\" + fl_bnd11 + "\\" + li_bnd11[i]
vr_bnd12 = root + "\\" + fl_bnd12 + "\\" + li_bnd11[i]
vr_extract = root + "\\" + fl_scr + "\\" + "extract.img"
vr_add = root + "\\" + fl_scr + "\\" + "add.img"
vr_PRI = root + "\\" + fl_PRI + "\\" + li_bnd11[i]
print "Check input files:"
print " band11: " + vr_bnd11
print " band12: " + vr_bnd12
try:
# Process: Extract band 12 from band 11
gp.Minus_sa(vr_bnd11, vr_bnd12, vr_extract)
# Process: Add band 12 to band 11
gp.Plus_sa(vr_bnd11, vr_bnd12, vr_add)
# Process: Divide to calculate PRI
gp.Divide_sa(vr_extract, vr_add, vr_PRI)
print " PRI: " + vr_PRI
print "---------------------------------------------------------------"
except:
print " ERROR: band12 does not exist, skip this date"
print "---------------------------------------------------------------"
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i += 1
# Process: Delete intermediate files
gp.Delete_management(vr_extract, "")
gp.Delete_management(vr_add, "")
print "End of script"
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Appendix M: A4 – Compute sPRI
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------# A4_sPRI.py
# Created on: 12/JAN/2011
# Author: David Marcelis
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------# Import system modules
import sys, string, os, arcgisscripting
# Create the Geoprocessor object
gp = arcgisscripting.create(9.3)
gp.OverwriteOutput = 1
# Check out any necessary licenses
gp.CheckOutExtension("spatial")
# Load required toolboxes...
gp.AddToolbox("C:/Program Files/ArcGIS/ArcToolbox/Toolboxes/Spatial Analyst Tools.tbx")
gp.AddToolbox("C:/Program Files/ArcGIS/ArcToolbox/Toolboxes/Data Management Tools.tbx")
# Set up workspace
root = 'E:\\workspace'
fl_PRI = 'PRI'
fl_scr = 'scratch'
fl_sPRI = 'RUE-sPRI'
gp.CreateFolder_management(root, fl_scr)
gp.CreateFolder_management(root, fl_sPRI)
gp.workspace = root + "\\" + fl_PRI
li_PRI = gp.ListRasters("", "IMG")
# Set counter
i=0
while i < len(li_PRI):
vr_PRI = root + "\\" + fl_PRI + "\\" + li_PRI[i]
vr_add = root + "\\" + fl_scr + "\\" + "add.img"
vr_sPRI = root + "\\" + fl_sPRI + "\\" + li_PRI[i]
# Process: PRI plus 1
gp.Plus_sa(vr_PRI, "1", vr_add)
# Process: Divide by 2 to calculate sPRI
gp.Divide_sa(vr_add, "2", vr_sPRI)
print li_PRI[i] + " done"
i += 1
# Process: Delete intermediate files
gp.Delete_management(vr_add, "")
print "End of script"
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Appendix N: A5 – Compute GPP(sPRI)
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------# A5_GPP(sPRI).py
# Created on: 12/JAN/2011
# Author: David Marcelis
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------# Import system modules
import sys, string, os, arcgisscripting
# Create the Geoprocessor object
gp = arcgisscripting.create(9.3)
gp.OverwriteOutput = 1
# Check out any necessary licenses
gp.CheckOutExtension("spatial")
# Load required toolboxes...
gp.AddToolbox("C:/Program Files/ArcGIS/ArcToolbox/Toolboxes/Data Management Tools.tbx")
# Set up workspace
root = 'E:\\workspace'
fl_APAR = 'APAR'
fl_RUE = 'RUE-sPRI'
fl_scr = 'scratch'
fl_GPP = 'GPP-sPRI'
gp.CreateFolder_management(root, fl_scr)
gp.CreateFolder_management(root, fl_GPP)
gp.workspace = root + "\\" + fl_RUE
li_RUE = gp.ListRasters("", "IMG")
# Set counter
i=0
while i < len(li_RUE):
vr_RUE = root + "\\" + fl_RUE + "\\" + li_RUE[i]
vr_APAR = root + "\\" + fl_APAR + "\\" + li_RUE[i]
vr_GPP = root + "\\" + fl_GPP + "\\" + li_RUE[i]
print "RUE: " + vr_RUE
print "APAR: " + vr_APAR
print "GPP: " + vr_GPP
print "---------------------------------------------------------------"
# Process: Multiply RUE with APAR
gp.Times_sa(vr_RUE, vr_APAR, vr_GPP)
# Use next RUE (and next APAR)
i += 1
print "End of script"
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Appendix O: B1 – Pre-processing MOD09Q1
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------# B1_prePr_MOD09Q1.py
# Created on: 10/JAN/2011
# Author: David Marcelis
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------# Import system modules
import sys, string, os, arcgisscripting
# Create the Geoprocessor object
gp = arcgisscripting.create(9.3)
gp.OverwriteOutput = 1
# Check out any necessary licenses
gp.CheckOutExtension("spatial")
# Load required toolboxes...
gp.AddToolbox("C:/Program Files/ArcGIS/ArcToolbox/Toolboxes/Data Management Tools.tbx")
# Set up workspace
root = 'E:\\workspace'
fl_org = 'MOD09Q1_org'
fl_scr = 'scratch'
fl_finbnd1 = 'MOD09Q1_band1_prepr'
fl_finbnd2 = 'MOD09Q1_band2_prepr'
gp.CreateFolder_management(root, fl_scr)
gp.CreateFolder_management(root, fl_finbnd1)
gp.CreateFolder_management(root, fl_finbnd2)
gp.workspace = root + "\\" + fl_org
li_org = gp.ListRasters("", "HDF")
# Set counter
i=0
while i < len(li_org):
# Define variables
vr_org = root + "\\" + fl_org + "\\" + li_org[i]
vr_part = li_org[i].split(".")
vr_extent = root + "\\" + "extent" + "\\" + "extent_WGS84_UTM_31N.shp"
vr_subsetbnd1 = root + "\\" + fl_scr + "\\" + "vr_subsetbnd1.img"
vr_subsetbnd2 = root + "\\" + fl_scr + "\\" + "vr_subsetbnd2.img"
vr_reprojectbnd1 = root + "\\" + fl_scr + "\\" + "vr_reprojectbnd1.img"
vr_reprojectbnd2 = root + "\\" + fl_scr + "\\" + "vr_reprojectbnd2.img"
vr_clipbnd1 = root + "\\" + fl_scr + "\\" + "vr_clipbnd1.img"
vr_clipbnd2 = root + "\\" + fl_scr + "\\" + "vr_clipbnd2.img"
vr_blckbnd1 = root + "\\" + fl_scr + "\\" + "vr_blckbnd1.img"
vr_blckbnd2 = root + "\\" + fl_scr + "\\" + "vr_blckbnd2.img"
vr_finbnd1 = root + "\\" + fl_finbnd1 + "\\" + vr_part[1] + ".img"
vr_finbnd2 = root + "\\" + fl_finbnd2 + "\\" + vr_part[1] + ".img"
# Process: Extract band 1
gp.ExtractSubDataset_management(vr_org, vr_subsetbnd1, "0")
# Process: Extract band 2
gp.ExtractSubDataset_management(vr_org, vr_subsetbnd2, "1")
# Process: Re-project raster to UTM zone 31N with datum WGS84
gp.ProjectRaster_management(vr_subsetbnd1, vr_reprojectbnd1,
"PROJCS['WGS_1984_UTM_Zone_31N',GEOGCS['GCS_WGS_1984',DATUM['D_WGS_1984',SPHEROID['WGS_1984',6
378137.0,298.257223563]],PRIMEM['Greenwich',0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.0174532925199433]],PROJECTION['Transverse_Me
rcator'],PARAMETER['False_Easting',500000.0],PARAMETER['False_Northing',0.0],PARAMETER['Central_Meridian',3.0]
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,PARAMETER['Scale_Factor',0.9996],PARAMETER['Latitude_Of_Origin',0.0],UNIT['Meter',1.0]]", "NEAREST",
"231.656358", "", "", "PROJCS['Sinusoidal',GEOGCS['Unknown datum based upon the custom spheroid',DATUM['D_Not
specified [based on custom
spheroid]',SPHEROID['Custom_spheroid',6371007.181,0.0]],PRIMEM['Greenwich',0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.0174532925199433
]],PROJECTION['Sinusoidal'],PARAMETER['false_easting',0.0],PARAMETER['false_northing',0.0],PARAMETER['longitud
e_of_center',0.0],UNIT['Meter',1.0]]")
gp.ProjectRaster_management(vr_subsetbnd2, vr_reprojectbnd2,
"PROJCS['WGS_1984_UTM_Zone_31N',GEOGCS['GCS_WGS_1984',DATUM['D_WGS_1984',SPHEROID['WGS_1984',6
378137.0,298.257223563]],PRIMEM['Greenwich',0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.0174532925199433]],PROJECTION['Transverse_Me
rcator'],PARAMETER['False_Easting',500000.0],PARAMETER['False_Northing',0.0],PARAMETER['Central_Meridian',3.0]
,PARAMETER['Scale_Factor',0.9996],PARAMETER['Latitude_Of_Origin',0.0],UNIT['Meter',1.0]]", "NEAREST",
"231.656358", "", "", "PROJCS['Sinusoidal',GEOGCS['Unknown datum based upon the custom spheroid',DATUM['D_Not
specified [based on custom
spheroid]',SPHEROID['Custom_spheroid',6371007.181,0.0]],PRIMEM['Greenwich',0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.0174532925199433
]],PROJECTION['Sinusoidal'],PARAMETER['false_easting',0.0],PARAMETER['false_northing',0.0],PARAMETER['longitud
e_of_center',0.0],UNIT['Meter',1.0]]")
# Process: Clip study area
gp.Clip_management(vr_reprojectbnd1, "669308.310666688 5752869.71551988 720143.658473561 5832584.9083043",
vr_clipbnd1, vr_extent, "", "ClippingGeometry")
gp.Clip_management(vr_reprojectbnd2, "669308.310666688 5752869.71551988 720143.658473561 5832584.9083043",
vr_clipbnd2, vr_extent, "", "ClippingGeometry")
# Process: Block statistics according to MOD17A2 rasters
tempEnvironment = gp.extent
gp.extent = "668638.692506995 5752527.74156123 720529.716754995 5833144.15423223"
gp.BlockStatistics_sa(vr_clipbnd1, vr_blckbnd1, "Rectangle 4 4 CELL", "MEAN", "DATA")
gp.BlockStatistics_sa(vr_clipbnd2, vr_blckbnd2, "Rectangle 4 4 CELL", "MEAN", "DATA")
gp.extent = tempEnvironment
# Process: Resample according to MOD17A2 rasters
gp.Resample_management(vr_blckbnd1, vr_finbnd1, "926.625433", "NEAREST")
gp.Resample_management(vr_blckbnd2, vr_finbnd2, "926.625433", "NEAREST")
print li_org[i] + " done"
i += 1
# Process: Delete intermediate files
gp.Delete_management(vr_subsetbnd1, "")
gp.Delete_management(vr_subsetbnd2, "")
gp.Delete_management(vr_reprojectbnd1, "")
gp.Delete_management(vr_reprojectbnd2, "")
gp.Delete_management(vr_clipbnd1, "")
gp.Delete_management(vr_clipbnd2, "")
gp.Delete_management(vr_blckbnd1, "")
gp.Delete_management(vr_blckbnd2, "")
print "End of script"
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Appendix P: B2 – Compute NDVI
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------# B2_NDVI.py
# Created on: 10/JAN/2011
# Author: David Marcelis
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------# Import system modules
import sys, string, os, arcgisscripting
# Create the Geoprocessor object
gp = arcgisscripting.create(9.3)
gp.OverwriteOutput = 1
# Check out any necessary licenses
gp.CheckOutExtension("spatial")
# Load required toolboxes...
gp.AddToolbox("C:/Program Files/ArcGIS/ArcToolbox/Toolboxes/Data Management Tools.tbx")
# Set up workspace
root = 'E:\\workspace'
fl_bnd1 = 'MOD09Q1_band1_prepr'
fl_bnd2 = 'MOD09Q1_band2_prepr'
fl_scr = 'scratch'
fl_NDVI = 'NDVI'
gp.CreateFolder_management(root, fl_scr)
gp.CreateFolder_management(root, fl_NDVI)
gp.workspace = root + "\\" + fl_bnd1
li_bnd1 = gp.ListRasters("", "IMG")
# Set counter
i=0
while i < len(li_bnd1):
# Define variables
vr_bnd1 = root + "\\" + fl_bnd1 + "\\" + li_bnd1[i]
vr_bnd2 = root + "\\" + fl_bnd2 + "\\" + li_bnd1[i]
vr_extract = root + "\\" + fl_scr + "\\" + "extract.img"
vr_add = root + "\\" + fl_scr + "\\" + "add.img"
vr_NDVI = root + "\\" + fl_NDVI + "\\" + li_bnd1[i]
# Process: Extract band 1 from band 2
gp.Minus_sa(vr_bnd2, vr_bnd1, vr_extract)
# Process: Add band 2 and band 1
gp.Plus_sa(vr_bnd2, vr_bnd1, vr_add)
# Process: Divide to calculate NDVI
gp.Divide_sa(vr_extract, vr_add, vr_NDVI)
print li_bnd1[i] + " done"
i += 1
# Process: Delete intermediate files
gp.Delete_management(vr_extract, "")
gp.Delete_management(vr_add, "")
print "End of script"
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Appendix Q: B3 – Compute FPAR
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------# B3_FPAR.py
# Created on: 10/JAN/2011
# Author: David Marcelis
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------# Import system modules
import sys, string, os, arcgisscripting
# Create the Geoprocessor object
gp = arcgisscripting.create(9.3)
gp.OverwriteOutput = 1
# Check out any necessary licenses
gp.CheckOutExtension("spatial")
# Load required toolboxes...
gp.AddToolbox("C:/Program Files/ArcGIS/ArcToolbox/Toolboxes/Data Management Tools.tbx")
# Set up workspace
root = 'E:\\workspace'
fl_NDVI = 'NDVI'
fl_scr = 'scratch'
fl_FPAR = 'FPAR'
gp.CreateFolder_management(root, fl_scr)
gp.CreateFolder_management(root, fl_FPAR)
gp.workspace = root + "\\" + fl_NDVI
li_NDVI = gp.ListRasters("", "IMG")
# Set counter
i=0
while i < len(li_NDVI):
# Define variables
vr_NDVI = root + "\\" + fl_NDVI + "\\" + li_NDVI[i]
vr_product = root + "\\" + fl_scr + "\\" + "vr_product.img"
vr_FPAR = root + "\\" + fl_FPAR + "\\" + li_NDVI[i]
# Process: Multiply NDVI with 1.24
gp.Times_sa(vr_NDVI, "1.24", vr_product)
# Process: Extract 0.168
gp.Minus_sa(vr_product, "0.168", vr_FPAR)
print li_NDVI[i] + " done"
i += 1
# Process: Delete intermediate files
gp.Delete_management(vr_product, "")
print "End of script"
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Appendix R: B4 – Compute APAR
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------# B4_APAR.py
# Created on: 10/JAN/2011
# Author: David Marcelis
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------# Import system modules
import sys, string, os, arcgisscripting
import xlrd
# Create the Geoprocessor object
gp = arcgisscripting.create(9.3)
gp.OverwriteOutput = 1
# Check out any necessary licenses
gp.CheckOutExtension("spatial")
# Load required toolboxes...
gp.AddToolbox("C:/Program Files/ArcGIS/ArcToolbox/Toolboxes/Data Management Tools.tbx")
# Set up workspace
root = 'E:\\workspace'
fl_FPAR = 'FPAR'
fl_scr = 'scratch'
fl_APAR = 'APAR'
gp.CreateFolder_management(root, fl_scr)
gp.CreateFolder_management(root, fl_APAR)
gp.workspace = root + "\\" + fl_FPAR
li_FPAR = gp.ListRasters("", "IMG")
wb = xlrd.open_workbook(root + "\\" + 'PAR.xls')
sh = wb.sheet_by_name(u'calc')
# Set counters
i=0
j=1
k=0
# Define variables
vr_dateOfPAR = sh.col_values(0)
vr_PAR = sh.col_values(1)
while k < len(vr_PAR):
# Define variables
vr_FPAR = root + "\\" + fl_FPAR + "\\" + li_FPAR[i]
vr_nFPAR = root + "\\" + fl_FPAR + "\\" + li_FPAR[j]
vr_FPAR_part = li_FPAR[i].split(".")
vr_nFPAR_part = li_FPAR[j].split(".")
vr_APAR = root + "\\" + fl_APAR + "\\" + "A" + vr_dateOfPAR[k] + ".img"
print i
print j
print k
print "IN FPAR: " + vr_FPAR_part[0][-7:]
print "IN nFPAR: " + vr_nFPAR_part[0][-7:]
print "IN PAR: " + vr_dateOfPAR[k]
#Set condition
if vr_dateOfPAR[k] < vr_nFPAR_part[0][-7:]:
# Multiply PAR with FPAR
gp.Times_sa(vr_PAR[k], vr_FPAR, vr_APAR)
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print "OUT APAR: " + vr_APAR
print "--------------------------------------"
# Use next PAR and dateOfPAR
k += 1
else:
print "OUT APAR: none"
print "--------------------------------------"
if vr_dateOfPAR[k] == "2006361":
# Use next and last FPAR (nFPAR is already at the end of its list)
i += 1
while k < len(vr_PAR):
# Define variables
vr_FPAR = root + "\\" + fl_FPAR + "\\" + li_FPAR[i]
vr_nFPAR = root + "\\" + fl_FPAR + "\\" + li_FPAR[j]
vr_FPAR_part = li_FPAR[i].split(".")
vr_nFPAR_part = li_FPAR[j].split(".")
vr_dateOfPAR = sh.col_values(0)
vr_PAR = sh.col_values(1)
vr_APAR = root + "\\" + fl_APAR + "\\" + "A" + vr_dateOfPAR[k] + ".img"
print i
print j
print k
print "IN FPAR: " + vr_FPAR_part[0][-7:]
print "IN nFPAR: " + vr_nFPAR_part[0][-7:]
print "IN PAR: " + vr_dateOfPAR[k]
# Multiply PAR with FPAR
gp.Times_sa(vr_PAR[k], vr_FPAR, vr_APAR)
print "OUT APAR: " + vr_APAR
print "--------------------------------------"
# Use next PAR and dateOfPAR
k += 1
else:
# Use next FPAR and next nFPAR
i += 1
j += 1
print "End of script"
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Appendix S: D1 – Extract Loobos APAR values
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------# D1_ExtractLoobosAPAR.py
# Created on: 17/JAN/2011
# Author: David Marcelis
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------# Import system modules
import sys, string, os, arcgisscripting
import xlrd
# Create the Geoprocessor object
gp = arcgisscripting.create(9.3)
gp.OverwriteOutput = 1
# Check out any necessary licenses
gp.CheckOutExtension("spatial")
# Load required toolboxes
gp.AddToolbox("C:/Program Files/ArcGIS/ArcToolbox/Toolboxes/Data Management Tools.tbx")
# Set up workspace
root = 'E:\\workspace'
fl_APAR = 'APAR'
gp.workspace = root + "\\" + fl_APAR
li_APAR = gp.ListRasters("", "IMG")
wb = xlrd.open_workbook(root + "\\" + 'PAR.xls')
sh = wb.sheet_by_name(u'calc')
#Set counters
i=0
j=0
# Define variables
vr_time_stamp = sh.col_values(0)
vr_LooXY = "687371.480191667 5783486.20409835"
while i < len(li_APAR):
vr_APAR = root + "//" + fl_APAR + "//" + li_APAR[i]
vr_APAR_part = li_APAR[i].split(".")
if vr_APAR_part[0][-7:] == vr_time_stamp[j]:
#Extract pixel value for Loobos Location
print gp.GetCellValue_management(vr_APAR,vr_LooXY,"").GetOutput(0)
# Use next APAR and next time stamp
i += 1
j += 1
else:
# Use next time stamp
j += 1
print ""
print "End of script"
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Appendix T: D2 – Extract Loobos PRI values
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------# D2_ExtractLoobosPRI.py
# Created on: 17/JAN/2011
# Author: David Marcelis
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------# Import system modules
import sys, string, os, arcgisscripting
import xlrd
# Create the Geoprocessor object
gp = arcgisscripting.create(9.3)
gp.OverwriteOutput = 1
# Check out any necessary licenses
gp.CheckOutExtension("spatial")
# Load required toolboxes
gp.AddToolbox("C:/Program Files/ArcGIS/ArcToolbox/Toolboxes/Data Management Tools.tbx")
# Set up workspace
root = 'E:\\workspace'
fl_PRI = 'PRI'
gp.workspace = root + "\\" + fl_PRI
li_PRI = gp.ListRasters("", "IMG")
wb = xlrd.open_workbook(root + "\\" + 'PAR.xls')
sh = wb.sheet_by_name(u'calc')
#Set counters
i=0
j=0
# Define variables
vr_time_stamp = sh.col_values(0)
vr_LooXY = "687371.480191667 5783486.20409835"
while i < len(li_PRI):
vr_PRI = root + "//" + fl_PRI + "//" + li_PRI[i]
vr_PRI_part = li_PRI[i].split(".")
if vr_PRI_part[0][-7:] == vr_time_stamp[j]:
#Extract pixel value for Loobos Location
print gp.GetCellValue_management(vr_PRI,vr_LooXY,"").GetOutput(0)
# Use next PRI and next time stamp
i += 1
j += 1
else:
# Use next time stamp
j += 1
print ""
print "End of script"
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Appendix U: D3 – Compute rPRI
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------# D3_rPRI.py
# Created on: 17/JAN/2011
# Author: David Marcelis
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------# Import system modules
import sys, string, os, arcgisscripting
# Create the Geoprocessor object
gp = arcgisscripting.create(9.3)
gp.OverwriteOutput = 1
# Check out any necessary licenses
gp.CheckOutExtension("spatial")
# Load required toolboxes...
gp.AddToolbox("C:/Program Files/ArcGIS/ArcToolbox/Toolboxes/Spatial Analyst Tools.tbx")
gp.AddToolbox("C:/Program Files/ArcGIS/ArcToolbox/Toolboxes/Data Management Tools.tbx")
# Set up workspace
root = 'E:\\workspace'
fl_PRI = 'PRI'
fl_scr = 'scratch'
fl_rPRI = 'RUE-rPRI'
gp.CreateFolder_management(root, fl_scr)
gp.CreateFolder_management(root, fl_rPRI)
gp.workspace = root + "\\" + fl_PRI
li_PRI = gp.ListRasters("", "IMG")
# Set counter
i=0
while i < len(li_PRI):
vr_PRI = root + "\\" + fl_PRI + "\\" + li_PRI[i]
vr_temp1 = root + "\\" + fl_scr + "\\" + "temp1.img"
vr_temp2 = root + "\\" + fl_scr + "\\" + "temp2.img"
vr_rPRI = root + "\\" + fl_rPRI + "\\" + li_PRI[i]
# Process: Multiply
gp.Times_sa(vr_PRI, "4.8207", vr_temp1)
# Process: Exponential
gp.SingleOutputMapAlgebra_sa("EXP(" + vr_temp1 + ")", vr_temp2)
# Process: Multiply
gp.Times_sa(vr_temp2, "1.6824", vr_rPRI)
print li_PRI[i] + " done"
i += 1
# Process: Delete intermediate files
gp.Delete_management(vr_temp1, "")
gp.Delete_management(vr_temp2, "")
print "End of script"
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Appendix V: D4 – Compute GPP(rPRI)
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------# D4_GPP(rPRI).py
# Created on: 17/JAN/2011
# Author: David Marcelis
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------# Import system modules
import sys, string, os, arcgisscripting
# Create the Geoprocessor object
gp = arcgisscripting.create(9.3)
gp.OverwriteOutput = 1
# Check out any necessary licenses
gp.CheckOutExtension("spatial")
# Load required toolboxes...
gp.AddToolbox("C:/Program Files/ArcGIS/ArcToolbox/Toolboxes/Data Management Tools.tbx")
# Set up workspace
root = 'E:\\workspace'
fl_APAR = 'APAR'
fl_RUE = 'RUE-rPRI'
fl_scr = 'scratch'
fl_GPP = 'GPP-rPRI'
gp.CreateFolder_management(root, fl_scr)
gp.CreateFolder_management(root, fl_GPP)
gp.workspace = root + "\\" + fl_RUE
li_RUE = gp.ListRasters("", "IMG")
# Set counter
i=0
while i < len(li_RUE):
vr_RUE = root + "\\" + fl_RUE + "\\" + li_RUE[i]
vr_APAR = root + "\\" + fl_APAR + "\\" + li_RUE[i]
vr_GPP = root + "\\" + fl_GPP + "\\" + li_RUE[i]
print "RUE: " + vr_RUE
print "APAR: " + vr_APAR
print "GPP: " + vr_GPP
print "---------------------------------------------------------------"
# Process: Multiply RUE with APAR
gp.Times_sa(vr_RUE, vr_APAR, vr_GPP)
# Use next RUE (and next APAR)
i += 1
print "End of script"
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Appendix W: F1 – Pre-processing MOD17A2
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------# F1_prePr_MOD17A2.py
# Created on: 10/JAN/2011
# Author: David Marcelis
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------# Import system modules
import sys, string, os, arcgisscripting
# Create the Geoprocessor object
gp = arcgisscripting.create(9.3)
gp.OverwriteOutput = 1
# Check out any necessary licenses
gp.CheckOutExtension("spatial")
# Load required toolboxes
gp.AddToolbox("C:/Program Files/ArcGIS/ArcToolbox/Toolboxes/Data Management Tools.tbx")
gp.AddToolbox("C:/Program Files/ArcGIS/ArcToolbox/Toolboxes/Spatial Analyst Tools.tbx")
# Set up workspace
root = 'E:\\workspace'
fl_org = 'MOD17A2_org'
fl_scr = 'scratch'
fl_fin = 'MOD17A2_fin'
gp.CreateFolder_management(root, fl_fin)
gp.workspace = fl_org
li_org = gp.ListRasters("", "HDF")
# Set counter
i=0
while i < len(li_org):
# Define variables
vr_org = root + "\\" + fl_org + "\\" + li_org[i]
vr_part = li_org[i].split(".")
vr_extent = root + "\\" + "extent" + "\\" + "extent_WGS84_UTM_31N.shp"
vr_subset = root + "\\" + fl_scr + "\\" + "subset.img"
vr_reproject = root + "\\" + fl_scr + "\\" + "reproject.img"
vr_clip = root + "\\" + fl_scr + "\\" + "clip.img"
vr_physval = root + "\\" + fl_scr + "\\" + "physval.img"
vr_fin = root + "\\" + fl_fin + "\\" + vr_part[1] + ".img"
# Process: Extract GPP subdataset
gp.ExtractSubDataset_management(vr_in, vr_subset, "0")
# Process: Re-project raster to UTM zone 31N with datum WGS84
gp.ProjectRaster_management(vr_subset, vr_reproject,
"PROJCS['WGS_1984_UTM_Zone_31N',GEOGCS['GCS_WGS_1984',DATUM['D_WGS_1984',SPHEROID['WGS_1984',6
378137.0,298.257223563]],PRIMEM['Greenwich',0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.0174532925199433]],PROJECTION['Transverse_Me
rcator'],PARAMETER['False_Easting',500000.0],PARAMETER['False_Northing',0.0],PARAMETER['Central_Meridian',3.0]
,PARAMETER['Scale_Factor',0.9996],PARAMETER['Latitude_Of_Origin',0.0],UNIT['Meter',1.0]]", "NEAREST",
"926.625433", "", "",
"GEOGCS['GCS_WGS_1984',DATUM['D_WGS_1984',SPHEROID['WGS_1984',6378137.0,298.257223563]],PRIMEM['Gr
eenwich',0.0],UNIT['Degree',0.0174532925199433]]")
# Process: Clip study area
gp.Clip_management(vr_reproject, "669308.310666688 5752869.71551988 720143.65847356 5832584.9083043", vr_clip,
vr_extent, "", "ClippingGeometry")
# Process: Multiply with 0.1 to convert digital values to physical values in g C m^-2
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gp.Times_sa(vr_clip, "0.1", vr_physval)
# Process: Filter out urban areas
gp.SingleOutputMapAlgebra_sa("CON("+ vr_physval +"<1000, "+ vr_physval +")", vr_fin)
print li_in[i] + " done"
i += 1
# Process: Delete intermediate files
gp.Delete_management(vr_subset, "")
gp.Delete_management(vr_reproject, "")
gp.Delete_management(vr_clip, "")
gp.Delete_management(vr_physval, "")
print "End of script"
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Appendix X: Zz - Extract GPP values
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------# Zz_ExtractPixelValues.py
# Created on: 05/JAN/2011
# Author: David Marcelis
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------# Import system modules
import sys, string, os, arcgisscripting
import xlrd
# Create the Geoprocessor object
gp = arcgisscripting.create(9.3)
gp.OverwriteOutput = 1
# Check out any necessary licenses
gp.CheckOutExtension("spatial")
# Load required toolboxes
gp.AddToolbox("C:/Program Files/ArcGIS/ArcToolbox/Toolboxes/Data Management Tools.tbx")
# Set up workspace
root = 'E:\\workspace'
fl_GPPMOD17 = 'MOD17A2_fin'
fl_GPPsPRI = 'GPP-sPRI'
fl_GPPrPRI = 'GPP-rPRI'
fl_raster = # CHOOSE INPUT FOLDER: fl_GPP-MOD17, fl_GPP-sPRI or fl_GPP-rPRI
gp.workspace = root + "\\" + fl_raster
li_raster = gp.ListRasters("", "IMG")
wb = xlrd.open_workbook(root + "\\" + 'PAR.xls')
sh = wb.sheet_by_name(u'calc')
#Set counters
i=0
j=0
# Define variables
vr_time_stamp = sh.col_values(0)
vr_Loobos = "687371.480191667 5783486.20409835"
vr_Speulderbos = "683622.625505378 5792253.87005969"
vr_XY = # CHOOSE LOCATION: vr_Loobos or vr_Speulderbos
while i < len(li_raster):
vr_raster = root + "//" + fl_raster + "//" + li_raster[i]
vr_raster_part = li_raster[i].split(".")
if vr_raster_part[0][-7:] == vr_time_stamp[j]:
#Extract pixel value
print gp.GetCellValue_management(vr_raster,vr_XY,"").GetOutput(0)
# Use next raster and next time stamp
i += 1
j += 1
else:
# Use next time stamp
j += 1
print ""
print "End of script"
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